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A Note to Our Readers
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()nce again, another issue of Resistanggl Those who notice such
details will see that this issue has been produced in magazine
format, and hopefully readers will find the changes in layout etc.
to be more interesting than the newspaper format.

In this issue, there's more info on Native struggles in Canada,
and this represents what is a focus for not only some people in
Vancouver but across the country: hopefully next issue this info
can be turned into discussion for a solidarity campaign. There's
also some articles on the Gulf War, including brief analysis of
the "New world Order", an interview with the PFLP, security meas-
ures in Canada during the war and Canada's role in the war. This
is a continuation of the process begun last issue: analysing and
reporting on struggles here in Canada. Reactions to this have
been overwhelmingly positive, and considering that there are so
few radical left papers in Canada (even the comrades at Qpenmgoad
have called it a dayl), it's even more important that this task be
taken Lmu It's therefore important that Resistance recieve more
support. If you think this paper can play a positive role in
developing militant resistance then contribute to it, send in news
and info from your area, help distribute it, discuss the articles,
send MONEY!!! It shouldn't only be the responsibility of a small
group (and you don't know how smalll).

Some words about the mail. At times, readers may recieve Resis-
tance from a postal address other than our PO Box. Disregard this
and send all mail to the Friends of Durruti box. Upon recieving a
new issue of Resyipstancge, please respond indicating you recieved
it. Those who don't risk being cut from the mail list. This
includes subscribers, prisoners and distributors. Because of
increases in postage rates, the paper cannot afford to keep send-
ing to either in-active addresses or into someone‘s trash bin.
Besides, Resistance isn't some kind of consumer product- corres—
pond and send in your comments etc. As well, subscription rates
have gone up starting this issue.

Resistance number 16 will be published in December, the deadline
for submissions is around November 20th. Until then... ir
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Subscr' tions _Wm _ {WI
Please note new prices;
$10/4 issues (S15/4 issues for institutions).
Free to Prisoners

Q§trQ_L1 ___- or -
Help distribute Resistance;
Copies are .90 cents each when ordering a minimum of 10.

Send cheques or money orders to:
Resistance c/o Friends of Durruti,
PO Box 790, Stn. A,
Vancouver, BC, V6C 2N6, Canada.
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UPDATE ON BRAZIL KIDNAPPING CASE
As reported in Resistance no.
14, two comrades from Van-
couver- Christine Lamont and
Dave Spencer- have been con-
victed 1n the December 1989
kidnapping of millionaire
Abilio Diniz in Sao Paulo,
Brazil.

Eight others- two Argen-
tineans, one Brazilian and five
Chileans- were also convicted
in the trial, which ended in
May, 1990.

APPEAL PROCESS

Appeals to the convictions,
which were expected to begin
this winter, have now been
postponed until September

ut, as Dave states in a recent
letter, "Adding the Brazilian
factor into the equation, Au-
gust / September probably
means sometime be ore the
end of the year, if we're lucky
that is!".

Under Brazilian law,
"political offenses" receive
lesser sentences. The maxi-
mum sentence for kidna ping
is 2.0-years, in a politicai) case
it's reduced to 7. Durin the
appeal process, the pofitical
aspects of the kidnapping, in
w ich funds were to be di-
rected towards revolutionary
leftist and progressive organi-
zations, wil be re-introduced
in an effort to reduce the
prison terms- which range
from 5 to 15 (years. Christine
was sentence to 8-years and
Dave to 10 in solitar confine-
ment (in March/ 91 Dave and
the other men in the Peniten-
ciari do Estado were moved
out of solitary and into the
general population).

EXPULSION PROCESS

The families of Dave and
Christine have also begun a
request for assistance IR ac-
tively examining an expulsion
procedure that would return
the two to Canada. Brazilian
lawyers are advising the fami-
lies to use a provision in
Brazilian law to arrange for an
expulsion and that this re-
ggires the "cooperation" of the

nadian state. letters are
now being sent to the Cana-
dian External Affairs office in
Ottawa (see addresses).

NEW TRIAL AGAINST FIVE

Meanwhile, the Brazilian
state has also begun trials
against five other defendant in
two, separate, unsolved kid-
nappings.

Raimund Roselio and an-
other defendant, Maria, have

Dave Spencer, Lihristine Lamont

been charged in a 1986 kid-
napping. o far, the case is re-
portedly "going well... the
meagre amount of ‘evidence’...
has completely fallen apart
under scrutin '.

The secondy trial, which has
only recently begun, is the
1989 kidnapping of Luiz Sales
in which $2.5-million was
payed upon Sales release.
Charged are Humberto Paz,
Pedro Lembach and Ulises.

THE POLITICAL DEFENSE

As mentioned last issue, all
but three of the defendant
plead "not guilty", claiming
they were not involved in the
kidnapping and were unaware
Diniz was being held. Hum-
berto Paz, Horacio Paz and
Raimund Roselio claimed total
responsibility in the action, re-
ceiving 15-year prison sen-
tences.

However, the main defense
strategy wasn't aimed at ac-
quitta but in having the trial
re-classified as a "political of-
fense". All of the accused were
involved in political organiza-
tions and /or political activi-
ties. Connections with revolu-
tionary and leftist groups in
Uruguay, Brazil, Argentina
and the MIR (Movement of the
Revolutionary Left) in Chile
have also been reported. One
defendant, Pedro Lembach,
reportedly attended a 1988
meeting of 150 members of the
MIR in Hamburg to "plan
armed actions in Latin Amer-
ica to finance political aims".

This defense, precariously
balanced between non-in-
volvement in the kidnapping
and political engagements,
was rejected in the 1990 trial
on the grounds that any funds
realize from the kidnapping
would have left Brazil.

SOLIDARITY AND INTER-
NATIONALISM

The olitical development of
both [gave and Christine can
be traced to their involvement
in the radical leftist and in
particular Central American
solidarit groups in Vancou-
ver. Botlft were involved in the
Vancouver El Salvador Action
Committee which Dave also
hel ed establish in the early
eighties. Dave was also in-
volved in solidarity work with
the Vancouver" 5.

Their involvement in these
struggles, and with the resis-
tance in Latin America (their
"guilt" or "non-guilt" not being
an issue) stands as an examdple
of real internationalist soli ar-
1ty

Such solidarity is also de-

manded from all of us, lo-
wards Dave and Christine, to
all the defendant, and to the
struggles in Latin America in
which they were involved.
Vencermos!

WRITE TO THE PRISON-
ERS;

Christine Lamont,
Penitenciaria Feminina
av. Zak. Narchi 2.-366,
Bairro Carandiru,
Sao Paulo, SP,
Brazil 02.029

Dave Spencer (new ID-num-
ber),
MAT 68.861,
Penitenciari do Estado,
Av. General ataliba Leonel
656,
Bairro Carandiru,
Sao Paulo, SP,
Brazil 02088

To send letters supporting the
Lamont and Spencer families
request for expulsion pm-
ceedings, write to:
Barbara McDougall,
Secretary of State for External
Affairs,
Lester B. Pearson Building,
10th floor, Tower A,
125 Sussex Drive,
Ottawa, Ontario,
KIA OG2, .
Fa x: (613) 996-3443

PRISONEHS FIGHT FOR COLLECTIVITY
CONTINUES IN EUROPEAN PRISONS

The GHAPO/PCEr prisoner's hunger-
strike, which we rgported last bsue,
has been called 0 . In a Marchl91
communique, the Central Committee
of the PCEr announced it had con-
tacted the prisoners and asked that
they end t e strike. Although the
Committee had consulted with the
prisoners, family members and others
involved in solidarity work, mancy of
the prisoners disagreed with the ecl-
sion, and some were continuing with
the hungerstrike. lt's not known how
many have continued and it they are
still hungerstriking.

The hungerstrike, which began
November 30/89 with sixty prisoners,
claimed the lite of Jose Manuel
Sevililano, who died while being
forcefed. Many of the other prisoners
also have pennanent damage, in-
cluding their eyesight and intemal or-
gans. The forcefeeding, refused by
the prisoners as torture and against
their will, was the only response from
the ruling PSOE (Spanish Socialist
Workers Party), despite a widespread
solidarity campaign across Westem
Europe, with ten's of thousands

demonstrating in Spain and adions
against Spanish consulates and in-
lerests.

ACTION DIRECTE HUNGERSTRIKE

Even before the hungerstrike in Spain
was called off, four prisoners from the
French guerilla group Action Directe
began a hungerstrike chain January
2/91. Joelle Aubron, Nathalie
Menigon, Georges Cipriani and Jean-
Marc Flouillan began the current
hungerstrike to end isolation in control
units, restrictions in mail and activi-
ties, and lockdowns in their cells for
up to 22-hours a day.

As Ftouillan stated in a recent let-
ter, ‘Political prisoners have resisted
this repression, the control units are a
hypocritical facade to maintain the
fiction that in a ‘democratic’ regime
there are no political prisoners, only
criminals. For the state, no struggle
can exist il it is not integrated into the
political system‘.

The four prisoners also undertook
a similar strike in 1987 to close the

Turn to page 22
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Interview with the PFLP

PALESTINIAN POST-WAR VIEW
Thefollowing interview with Abu Ali Mustafa,
deputy general secretary 0 the PFLP (Popular
Front for the Liberation o Palestine) and PLO
Executive Committee member, is r rinted
from the March-M 1991 issue of€L)em0-
cratic Palestine (riihich in turn reprinted it
from Al Hadaf magazine). It oyers a post-
Gulf War Palestinian analysis an in particu-
lar the conflict in relation to the PLO 's posi-
tion on Iraq.

Some parts have been edited (such as
Musta_fa's exclusion of women in reference to
the Arab situation).

How do you evaluate the results of this
war and its consequences for the region?
In fact, we cannot say the war is com-
pletely over, because war is usually de-
med by its political objectives. In this

sense, t e war is still going on, sometimes
through the US and its allies prodding the
internal war and sometimes through the
resolutions of the UN Security Council
which has been converted into a branch of
the US National Security Council. How-
ever, in strictly military terms, we might
say the war is over. Consequently, we
must not avoid recognizing that a defeat
has taken lace in the battlefield and re-
sulted in tlge occupation of part of south-
ern Iraq. This does not negate the positive
aspect of challenge and steadfastness that
occurred, but this is the truth and without
seeing it plainly we cannot learn the
lessons implied. All of us are required to
thoroughly examine the whole landscape
in order to see the future clearly.

The first and most important conclusion
to be derived is that the Arab nation will
be doomed to one defeat after another un-
til the Arab citizen enjoys a full, demo-
cratic life and shapes I118/I'l€l' future on
his/ her own and not as the (ruler wishes;
until he/ she leads a creative life congruent
with the plrinciples of the a e and the
course of umanity; until hegshe forges
his/ her own wady towards progress and
participates in ecision-making through
real democratic institutions...

Concerning the future... Having won for
itself the status of sole superpower due to
the confusion and deterioration on the in-
ternational level, the US administration
will now try to capitalize on its victory to
make security and economic arrangements
which insure its dominance in the region,
under the guise of establishin the "new
world order", the order of Eomination.
among these arrangements is to find a so-
lution to the Palestinian question that in-
sure the liquidation of the Palestinian na-
tional goals and eliminates the legitimate
representative of the Palestinian people,
via imposing a full-blown Arab Camp
David or worse. Nevertheless, this should
not frighten us; nor should we perceive the
US-Zionist plans as unavoida le fate, for
our people can resist and defeat such
plans, provided that the prerequisites of
steadfastness and continuing the struggle
are met.
Many on the Arab and international lev-
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els are questioning the PLO's siding with
Iraq in the Gulf crisis. do you think that
the PLO's position was correct and could
it have taken a different stance? First, I
want to make clear that the calnpaigp
against the PLO had begun well before t e
Gulf crisis; the origin of this campaign is
the White House and others are merely a
chorus. The Gulf crisis had not begun
when the US administration denied the
PLO's chairperson a visa to address the
General Assembly... or when it thwarted
scores of UN draft resolutions which tried
to do at least verbal justice to the Pales-
tinian people... or when the US suspended
the dialogue with the PLO. It is our right
to ask those Arab states that serve as a
chorus for the US campaign: Has any one
of you implemented t1B decisions of the
last three rab summits concerning finan-
cial, informational and political sup ort to
the Intifida? Of course not... And) have
ylou adopted anfya resolutions against the

S or Israel? W t about the latters viola-
tions of human rights and international
law?

I dare say that the PLO adopted the cor-
rect policy from the beginning) of the crisis.
It spared no effort to bring a out an Arab
solution and to avoid war. The PLO did
not approve of the Iragi invasion of
Kuwait; on the contrary, e first item of
the PLO's many proposals was Iraqj with-
drawal from Kuwait. Once again t e PLO
took the correct position when the region
was occupied by foreigp troops, because
the PLO cannot be on t e side supporting
US-NATO aggression; they are the allies of
Israel. Hence, it was right for the PLO to
be in the same trench as Iraq in order to
confront the US-NATO-Zionist aggression.
from the early days of the crisis, the PLO
exposed the aims of this aggression and
was aware of the real motives behind it.
We warned Iraq of committing political

l

i

mistakes, but unfortunately it did commit
some mistakes in terms of the tactics re-
gtpired for successfully waging war against

e leader of world imperialism. Finally, I
want to assert that the PLO had no alter-
native, yet it is now being subjected to an
unjust political campaign, the objectives of
which are obvious.
What has the PLO done in regard to the
plans to disarm the Palestinians in

ebanon, and in order to normalize rela-
tions with the Lebanese government?1
The Palestinian revolution is linked to the
Palestinian cause and the Middle East con-
flict. It is not an internal Lebanese issue,
but rather an Arab, regional and interna-
tional one related to the course of the his-
torical struggle for achieving the Pales-
tinian peop e s rights.

For our part, we extended our hands
when the Lebanese government put forth
the Greater Beirut plan (ending armed
presence other than t e Lebanese Army in
the capital and surrounding districts)... If
they resort to using force, and this is not
our preference, then things will go beyond
our control and theirs, this is likewise un-
acce table to us. Therefore we warn our
broliiers/ sisters in Lebanon not to fall prey
to the US promises, not to bgflpushed to do
the dirty work which wo d lead to a
bloodbath, while the Israeli occupation
would continue. Whoever tries to stop the
Palestinian struggle against the occupa-
tion, and for attaining alestinian national

Turn to
page 6



It is now several months after the conclu-
sion of the Gulf War. The US has staged
its victory parade and fallout from the war
continues to be felt, not the least bly the
Iraqi people, the Kurdish and the ales-
tinians.

Southern Kurdistan (northern Iraq), the
Persian Gulf and other areas in the region
now contain American troops, ships and
aircraft, with a permanent military (pres-
ence now being put in place. How di this
come about, what was the background to
the war, and why a war in the Middle
East?

Prior to the beginning of the war, Luis
Bilbao wrote in the Buenos Aires daily
Nuevo Sur,

"In the show of force in the desert, one can
now precisely measure abstract concepts
that only months a o were nearly out of
reach: a breakup ofg the international bal-
ance of power and a strengthening of the
seven leading industrialized countries...
the conflict of interest between the Big
Seven and the rest of the world is merely
beginning to take on its true shape".

The background to the war can be traced
to recent international developments, in
particular a reconstitution of the global or-
der. This includes not only the breakup of
the Eastern Bloc in 1989 and the ending of
the Cold War, but also the forming of three
competing economic blocs; Europe, Japan-
Asia and North America.

One can say that the East-West conflict
has shifted to a North-South conflict or, as
Bilbao has alread said, a "conflict of inter-
est between the gig Seven and the rest of
the world". But while its clear that the
world economy is now subject to condi-
tions imposed by the G-7, the Gulf War
must be seen first of all as an assertion of
US hegemony (a dominant leadership).

THE NEW WORLD ORDER

The restructuring of intemational capi-
tal, the economic competition rising from
Europe and Japan-Asia, concurrent with
the economic decline in the US, means the
US is now capable of asserting its hege-
mony in an economic-political-military
way.

The Persian Gulf was the proving
ground of the New World Order, in
essence an order led by the US which

"dominates its affairs and destiny on the
international and re ional levels... the US
conquest of the Aragian Peninsula is part
and parcel of the US global policy at this
juncture. The Arabian Peninsula has 66
percent of the worlds oil resources. Oil is
no longer only a source of energy, al-
though that is important. Oil now means
(1) energy; (2) a series of major, diversified
and growing petrochemical industries; and

AFTERMATH OF A GULF
WAR
EstablishingA New World Order

(3) control of the circulation of interna-
tional finance... the US has invaded the
Arabian Peninsula to retain its leading
world position. By domination of Arab oi ,
the US dominates not onl the political
and economic destiny of tgis re 1on, but
can also determine the outcome o?its fierce
competition with Europe and Japan"

As well, western and US imperialism
has had to contend with various threats to
its power in the Middle East, including the
rise of Islamic Fundamentalism (which can
be characterized as decidedly anti-westem
as in the 1979 Iranian revolution), the
Palestinian resistance and the Intifada
(which has increasingly challenged west-
ern imperialism asset in the regjon, Israel);
Pan-Arab nationalism, and t e Kurdis
guerrilla struggle in NATO's southern

ank, Turke .
Combinecf: these factors make the re ion

one of the most unstable in the work? for
western imperialism.

Inthis context, Iraq was another essen-
tial factor. Iraq was a major military
power in the region and an oil producing
countr that worked against the interests
of the {IS Not only with the invasion of
Kuwait, which was nothin more than a
preconceived context for 68 militar in-
tervention, but through its oil policies
which included raising the price of oil and
limiting production, contrary to the
agreements reached by OPEC and western
imperialism.

he Iraqi challenge had to be dismantled
to deter threats to western interests and/ or
to the security of the Zionist state of Israel

Vancouver, Ianuary 2b; protest against Gulf War

and the ro-US Arab regimes
The dint War was aimed at establishing

US hegemony in the New World Order,
gaining control of the Arabian Peninsula,
dismantling Iraq and crushing the libera-
tion strugg es in the region.

CANADIAN INVOLVEMENT IN TI-IE
(George Habash, the Po ular Front for the GULF WAR
liberation of Palestine FPFLP), Democratic
Palestine November-December 1990). Canada's military involvement in the

Gulf War was, in the overall balance of
forces deployed, minor. With only 2,000
troops, Canada's role was limited to pro-
viding logistical support in sea and air op-
erations.

Des ite this, it must be noted that
Canadg was one of the first countries- out-
side of the US- to respond militarily, by
sending three ships to the Gulf on August
2A /90 to enforce the economic embargo.
The Canadian government also supported,
with little reservation, all US-led UN res-

I olutions against Iraq.

LIMITED MILITARY CAPABILITIES

Under Operation Friction, naval and air
task groups from the Canadian Armed
Forces (CAF) were deployed in Saudi Ara-
bia at Al Quaysuma and Al Iubayl; in
Manama, Bahrain; Qatar; in the southern
Gulf; and aboard the US Hospital ship
Mercy. By January 15, the deployment
consisted of the three ships, HMCS
Athabaskan, Protecteur, and Term Nova; Z4
CF-18 fighters; field hospitals; and two
companies of infantry for security. The
role of the CAF was limited to logistical
support: interdiction of cargo ships, escort

Turn to page 22
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Throughout the course of the Gulf War
and in the months leading up to it, North
America and Europe experienced un-
ppecedented levels of "internal security".

e threat of "terrorist" attacks was almost
as newsworthy as the war itself. Soldiers
and armored vehicles patrolled airports in
Britain, SWAT teams and bomb squads
were deployed at S\éP€'I' Bowl V in Florida,
Arabs were detaine , harassed and placed
under surveillance. The massive security
camlpaign had specific goals; repression of
Ara s, repression of ocpposition to the war
in general; propqgan a for the war; and
actual security o potential targets of re-
sistance.

If the US and other nations had learned
anything from the defeat in Vietnam, it
was that wars can be significantl dis-
rupted from internal movements. There-
fore, the role of counter-insurgency;
maintaining the “inner peace", controlling
dissent to ensure the ability to wage war
from the military-economic centres, and
mobilizing social concensus in favour of
the war, was given a high priority.

THE TERRORIST HYPE

The use of "anti-terrorist" hysteria at-
tempted to establishan image in the social
consciousness of a society under sie1ge- not
only involved in a "just war" in the ersian
Gu f- but under threat in its own peaceful
backyard. Prior to the war, reports were
already filtering through the media of
"terrorist" groups in Canada. This fol-
lowed the pattern of the "Lib an hit
squads" of the early '80's and the IRA unit
gunning for Thatcher at the 1988 Economic
ummit in Toronto. Neither of these cases

proved much substance.
Not easily discouraged, "terrorist units"

appeared in the headlines on January
21/91: "Terrorism hits home- Canadians
belieyied targeted by radical supporters of
Iraq" . This report orjiginated from the ex-
Bulsion of three Iraqi iplomats in Ottawa.

iplomats it was later iscovered, to have
"had suspected links with Arab terrorist
cells in Canada". Suddenly, "terrorist cells"
appeared ad nauseam: "Small cells of the
Le anese Shi'ite group Hezbollah had been
uncovered in Toronto and Montreal... Also
involved were cells of the Shi'ite party
known as Al Da'wa... Meanwhile, terrorists
linked to Iraq may be trying to infiltrate
the US through Canada... it is possible we
will sie terrorist attacks in the coming
week" .

No such attacks occurred in N. America,
nor were there an spectacular and "high-
level" actions of tile sort security officials
could even attribute to Arab guerrilla's
(one action, six pjpe-bombs found near a
US naval base in irginia turned out to be
an insurance scam by three businessmen).

Undaunted by this conspicuous absence
of attacks, security agencies continued
with their campaign. Arabs in Canada
continued to be interrogated by Canadian
Security and Intelligence Service (CSIS)
agents , to the point where the Canadian
Arab Federation was forced to hold news
conferences on the issue and distribute a
brochure on CSIS. The CAF received over
60 complaints by Arabs who had been
followe , questioned at length or pho-
tographed by CSIS. CSIS claimed their ac-
tivities were merely to learn more about

6 Resistance
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‘Internal Security’
the politics of the middle east. However,
such overt and aggressive surveillance
techniques have less to do with informa-
tion gathering and more to do with repres-
sion via intimidation. The Arab cominu-
nity and particularly the radical elements
were to be neutralized- not because they
were " tential terrorists"- but because
they offgiied the strongest orientation of re-
sistance, because they had the ability to
expose the real goals of the war, and to

provide a perspective that went beyond
the "No Blood for Oil Bring Our Troops
Home" sloganeering of the anti-war
movement.

THE USE OF IMMIGRATION AS CON-
TROL

Along with the highlfy publicized activi-
ties of CSIS, the use o immigration laws
and refugee status was used to further si-
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lence the Arab community. Throughout
N. America and Europe, Arabs and partic-
ularly Palestinians and Iraqis were de-
tained, denied entry, had their visa's re-
voked or denied extension. In the UK,
Iraqi nationals were barred from entry and
those already living in the UK required to
register with police. By the end of the war,
up to 200 Iraqis and Palestinians had been
detained. In Germany, the surveillance of
Arabs and new laws against immigrants
regiuired doctors, lawyers and public offi-
ci s to give the government al informa-
tion theg had on immigrants. In Spain,
some 6, 00 Arabs were 'suspect" an en-
tered into computer files under "Operation
Duna". In France, a similar program was
enacted under "Vigipirate".

In Canada, amongst other cases, was the
example of an Iraqi couple arriving at
Toronto's Pearson airport allegedly carry-
ing false Saudi pass orts, who were de-
tained on January 9i)91. The couple ap-
plied for refugee status, and the man was a
member of the opposition Da 'wa party and
had fought on the side of Iran in the Iran-
Iraq war. He was found to be carrying a
notebook with a list of weapons, which he
claimed he compiled during the Iran-Iraq
war.

Initial government efforts to have the
couple detained as security threats were
overturned when immigration adjudicator
Dennis Paxton ruled that the governments
argumints were "to be generous, un-
likely‘ . However, his decision to order
the couple released was overruled by a
"nationa security certificate" filed I3! then-
Immigration Minister Barbara Mc ougall
and Solicitor-General Pierre Cadieux.

The certificate, used for the first time, is
issued under section 40 of the Immigration
Act if both the Immigration Minister and
Solicitor-General "are of the opinion, based
on security or criminal intelligence re-
ports" than an individual poses a threat to
the safety of Canada. On march 12
the Federal Court of Canada ruled the
government lacked any evidence that the
couple were a security threat. In his rul-
ing, the judge stated that the couple
"appeared to have a genuine refugee claim
based upon their opposition to the regime
of Saddam Hussein". Interestin l , the use
of the couple as propaganda sfiified from
"potential terrorists" prior to and during
t e war, to refugees fleeing the Iraqi
regime after the US military "victory".

A "POTENTIAL FOR SABOTAGE"

Along with the CSIS surveillance and
the use of immigration laws was the actual
security presence:

"A vast array of stratgigic facilities- every-
thing from airports an border crossings to
power plants- are on the alert... Security at
nuclear plants in New Brungwick and
Ontario has been strengthened" .

On January 15/91 the National Energy
Board issued directives to oil and gas
pipeline companies to increase security at

ey installations. "It's a quiet reminder of
the crisis in the Persian Gulf and of the
potential for sabotage" .

The heightened security ran from the
highest levels of state agencies such as the
national Securit Co-ordination Centre
down to local police forces.

In Toronto, city police met with public
department hea s. According to Nick
Vardin, commissioner of Toronto's Public
Works Department, they had a "strategic
meeting with police to discuss what would
be expected in the event of an emergency
or terrorist attack... that we would be ex-
pected to provide manpower and any re-
sources to elp out".

In Vancouver, Jewish Congress chair-
person Dr. Michael Elterman stated his or-
ganization had "had discussions with Van-
couver police and worked out a plan"8 in
the event of "terrorist actions".

There was also a marked increase in
plolicing of anti-war demonstrations in

ancouver with higher numbers of police
including the use of riot-equipped police
on the international rotest day of January
26 (this occurred at}t)er demonstrators as-
sailed a militia armory, destroyed recruit-
ing signs and proceeded to a recruiting
center, presumably to do similar actions).
In other demonstrations when more radi-

._._-_-_rrrrr .._.--.-.- ------_-.. -.---- - ,

Riot cops moving to protect recruiting office, VancouverJanuary 26

cal demonstrators blocked streets in
downtown Vancouver to further disrupt
traffic and "business as usual", the police
were quick to point out that the people in-
volve were "fringe groups" and that the
police "knew who t ey were and were
eeping an eye on them‘.

THE EMERGENCIES ACT

The final phase of such security would
have been enactment of the Emergencies
Act, requiring only a sim le declaration by
the federal cabinet. The Emergencies étct,
which replaced the War Measures Act in
1988, contains all the necessary instru-
ments to launch an internal war on
"dissent". Under the Act, a "war emer-
gency" can be declared which is a "war or
other armed conflict, real or imminent, in-
volving Canada or any of its allies that is
so serious as to be a national emer ency".
With this, theugovernment can maie any
"orders or reg ations" that it believes "on
reasonable grounds, are necessary or ad-
visable". Another aspect of the Act is the
"international emergency", which enables

the government to regulate "any specified
industry or services" and contro the travel
of any Canadian citizen. In this way, any
substantial increase in resistance, such as
workers strikes involving military equip-
ment or armaments, widespread sabotage,
could prompt implementation of the
Emergencies Act.

SOMETHING WAS MISSING!

But where was this wave of "terrorism"?
Certainly, armed attacks occurred in many
countries throughout the world- but even
counter-insurgency "experts" claimed it
wasn't from Iraqi or Palestinian groups but
in fact endemic (local) guerril a groups.
Even with this, the offensive of armed ac-
tions was primarily in the Three Conti-
nents and relatively limited in the major
western states.

According to Yigal Carmon, adviser on
"terrorism" to Israe i prime minister Yitzak
Shamir, this was due to the increased vig-

i

ilance in the west:

"Carmon noted western countries had
taken an unprecedented range of counter-
measures to detect and deter terrorism...
Among other measures, maintenance
workers and cleaners of Arab origin was
dismissed from jobs in European airports,
government bui dings and military instal-
ations. Asked if such dismissals violated
civil rights, Carmon said he assumed such
measures were all legal because the comi-
tries concerned were all law-abiding (!!!-
ed.). I-Ie pointed with approval to western
countries that have "investigated and re-
stricted the movements of Arab nationfijs
and have detained and deported them"" .

However, the reality of this "vigilance"
in deterring armed attacks can be seen in
the actions which did take place: the Red
Army Fraction machine-gunning of the US
embassy in Bonn, bombings by the Novem-
ber 17 organization in Greece, bombings
throughout Turkey, scores of firebombings
of mi itary recruiting centres, corporations
and US interests throughout the US and
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W. Europe, and most striki of all, the
February 7 IRA mortar attagfi on No. 10
Downing st.- the very nerve centre of the
British governinent- while the prime min-
ister met with his war cabinet!
bGlearly,dwhen radical groups have the

a iit an determination to carr out at-
tacksyany level of security can be Ereached
or_lalgoided.l f

e actua securi 0 ta ets is in man
¥'lays a sidlgfieffect tgf ih€:%1l|;lIl'I1&l€ goalsfl

at is, w 'e securit o mi itar , ov-
ernment and corporatg property isyofgim-
portance (more so in the Three Conti-
nents),_ such security also_ has political
ggglsgémeddat a leve 0fdSOC1&(I.i control that

s on more uar s an razor-wire.
The glugrds and ragor-wire are necessary,
but t ey are used to also mobilize peop e
into acceptance and even support or the
military force used against raq, and de
facto Arab people, because not only is
there a war ‘over there" but also an "inner
threat" here. The crudest manifestations of
this social control politic was the upsur e
in racist violence a ainst Arab peopFe.
Vandalism, assaults, firbombings and even
shootings occurred. The Canadian Arab
Federation documented over 100 violent
anti-Arab incidents. Another effect of the
racist war hysteria was an increase in anti-
St-3}I:'|iillC atttlaiks on syn%gog1;es, Jewisl}
sc oo s an usinesses. ear , man o
these actions can be attributedyto theyex-
treme right/ fascist groups who, if they
weren't fully sutpporting the war, were
railing against e war as yet another
"Jewish conspiracy to rule the world", such
as T0111 Metzger's I/Vhite Aryan Resistance,
which instructed its members not to fight
for "Jews or camel-jockeys and sand-nig-
gers".

RACISM IN THE ANTI-WAR MOVE-
MENT

The response in much of the anti-war
movement to this racism was to reinforce
it. Aside from other critiques of the anti-
war movement, such as its lack of clear
analysis as to how to resist the war, its
sexism and lack of class consciousness,
was its own racism.

Seemingly unable and/or unwilling to
go beyon slogans and perspectives o the
60's, or more correctly t e media image of
that movement, anti-war ogposition relied
on opportunistic slogans: ring Our/The
Troops Home (to which one must ask
why- to suppress another Oka or enforce
Martial law?), and No Blood for Oil (to
which one must ask whose blood- white
Anglo-saxons blood?). The movement in
general played up to white supremacyand
patriotism as it attempted to depoliticize
every aspect of imperialist war except self-
interest: Hell No We Won't Go We Won't
Die For Texaco. What mattered most to
the "official" peace movement was the
numbers of people it could attract to
demonstrations and vigils where its sacred
rituals of psuedo-dissent were enacted like
a broken record. A broken John Lennon
record!

But at whose ex ense?
The failure to the Palestinian and

Kurdish struggles with the war, to analyze
the economic and political conditions
which have ensured there has not been one
day of peace since World War 2, the ab-
sence o an attempt to develop a perspec-

tive for resistance to the war and not just
protest, meant that the anti-war movement
was circumscribed. It had come to a dead
end even before it started. Who was ab-
sent from its programs and platforms:
people of colour and particularly Arabs.

he crystallization of this process was the
Jan. 26 mobilizations in which the Van-
couver "disarmament" group End the
Arms Race refused to allow a member of
the Arab community to speak on a plat-
form they controlled. allegedly to avoid
"controversy", it was yet another attempt
to retain the depoliticization EAR had
worked so hard to achieve, and in the end
can only be seen as furthering the efforts
by the state to silence the Arab perspective:
collaboration is the definitive term.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the use of "anti-terrorism"
and security plays a special role in social
control. It creates the conditions for selec-
tive and if necessary widespread repres-
sion. In this way, the argument that armed
or militant actions creates repression is
shown to be absurdity; the state constantly
organizes its repressive laws and appara-
tus and constructs the necessary condi-
tions to implement them.

However, it isn't only counter-insur-
gency that can weaken or even destroy
oppositional movements. Nor is it the
state which is solely responsible for
wides read racism, or in the context of the
Gulf War, attacks against Arabs and sup-
port for the wholesale slaughter of Arabs.

his is something the "peace" movement
can also lay claim to.

In this way, the question must also be
asked: what role does false opposition play
in social control? Certainly, as long as
movements of opposition do not attack
causes and instea rally around effects,
and do not direct themselves against the
determiningdpoint of conflict between the
exploited an exploiter, they fulfill the role
of reaffirmingethe "pluralistic democracy"
by acting as t (false) voice of dissent.

Above all, the security measures taken
during the Gulf War need to be under-
stood and, in future conflicts as well as
now, countered by breaking through the
limitations imposed by the state and the
"official" peace movement. Limitations not
only in our analysis, but in our actions and
solidarity work.

FOOTNOTES;

1. Vancouver Province, January 21/ 91.
2. Ibid.
3. See also Resistance no. 14.
4. Globe and Mail, February 6/91.
5. Globe and Mail, January 12/91.
6. Globe and Mail, Report on Business,
January 15/91.
7. Globe and Mail, January 18/91.
3- Vancouver Province, January 22/91.
9- Enacted in October 1970 during the
FLQ "October Crisis".
10. Globe and Mail, February 14/91.

THE POST-WAR PALESTINIAN VIEW
Continued from 4 A

rights, would be trying to create the fact of
resettling the Palestinians outside their
country in the neighboring states.
Over the last few years, the PFLP has re-
peatedly called for review of the PLO's
political course. Don't you think that
now is the time for evaluating the past
stage in order to derive a new political
program for the future? I do algree, but I
would like to add that the alestinian
cause and the region as a whole stand at a
dangerous juncture. What is needed is not
only making this evaluation, however im-
portant it mag be. We must outline the

orizons of e future by drawing up a
militant political program based on two
foundations: first, ad ering to the princi-
ples of Palestinian national strugg e and
second, maintaining the soleness of the
PLO's representation of the Palestinian
people. anything else should be regarded
as interim tactics stemming from these
foundations... We must be courageous and
make a critical, forthright and purposeful
reconsideration in order to overcome pre-
sent obstacles and move on to a new stage
on the road towards victory... Moreover, it
is not wrong to tell this generation that we
were unable to achieve victor , but we
have kept the way open for the coming
generations to complete this task.
ii the context of extending Palestinian

national unity to include all political
forces, you recentlly met with Palestinian
organizations in amascus who remain
outside the PLO. What were the results
of these discussions? The PLO leadership
concluded in its latest meeting that there
should be a serious dialogue with all the
Palestinian organizations, forces and fig-
ures who are outside the PLO framework...
in order for them to partake in the prepa-
rations for the next Palestinian national
congress, based on national responsibility,
especially at this stage where the PLO and
Pa estinian cause face a fateful turning
point... amassing all capacities and unity of
action... are national necessities, so it is
important to move quickly to examine the
po itical and organizational differences
that exist.

We are not seeking ideological unity, for
every p‘arty has its own ideological affilia-
tion w ether nationalist, pan- rab, Marx-
ist or reli ious. The unity we seek is po-
litical wifii clear-cut objectives regarding
how to confront our common enemy, and
do think that the points of unity are far
more than the points of disagreement.
What we are trying to do is minimize the
points of difference, not eliminate them.

hese points may sometimes come to the
forefront, but t ey should not prevent
unity.

FOOTNOTES;

1. In the beginning of July fighting broke
out in Lebanon as the Lebanese military
moved on Palestinian refugee camps and
PLO bases in an effort to force the PLO
away from the Israeli security zone in
sout ern Lebanon. As this issue goes to
press fighting continues.
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In the early morning hours of April 17, an
explosion damaged a loggingxpridge near
Pemberton, BC. Heavy ams were
splayed and 30-feet of planking alon the
stee and wood structure were rippeg u ,
leaving the Green River bridge impassablg.
No one claimed responsibility.

Three days later, on April 20 as the
repairs were completed, the bridge was
again heavily damaged when it went up in
flames. The fire caused even more damage
than the bombing.

On April 28, another logging bridge,
this time on the west coast o Vancouver
Island, was set on fire with burning tires,
causing extensive damage to the $700,000
structure. The bridge, located in the Clay-
oquot Sound area, provided the only ac-
cess to MacMi1lan B oedel's logging site in
the Tranquil Inlet area.

Reactions to the separate acts of sab-
otage varied widely, principally because
one was the focus of environmentalist
protest, and the other the focus of Native
people's resistance.

The Clayoquot Sound had long‘ been
an area of protest by environmenta 'st or-
ganizations, such as the Friends of Clay-
oquot Sound and the Western Canada
Wilderness Committee. Condemnation Of
the action was widespread amongst these
glr\oL11:ps, as Julie Draper, a spokesperson for
t e riends oy Clayoquot Sound stated: "It's a
very radica action... That's not the way
we ve tried to accomplish something.
anything we've done has been complete y
non-vio ent and peaceful".

In the case of the Green River bridge,
located on Lil'wat territory, criticism was
much less. Harold Pascal, a spokesperson
for the Lil'wat People's movement said
"We‘ve been geared to using specific
peaceful means of resolving our concerns",

ut refused to condemn the action saying
"it's not mysplace to condemn anything".

The a ence of outright condemnation
contrasts sharply with that of environ-
mentalist groups. This contrast highlights
the difference between Native resistance
and environmentalist protest, which
means also a difference in perspective, in
opcpression and which manifests itself in
ra ically different forms of struggle.

It's in this context that the struggle of
the Lil'wat in BC should be understood.

THE LIUWAT; BLOCKADES AND RE-
SISTANCE

The Green River bridge on the Ure
Creek logging road provided access to on-
gging construction of the road into the

ul er Valley. The road, and plans by In-
ternational Forest Products Ltd. (Interfor) to
clear-cut the valley are the most recent fo-
cus of a long struggle by the Lil'wat Native
people's. _

The current phase of this struggle be-
gan in the summer of 1990 as a solidarity
road blockade with the Mohawks in Kane-
satake. The blockade on the Duffey Lake
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road also became an assertion of Lil'wat
sovereignty.

Members of the Lil'wat nation block-
aded the road for four months. "Legally",
the 20-acres of blockaded road proved to
be a strategic choice: due to discrepancies
in an old survey, the area never became a
provincial right-of-way. Therefore, the
legal basis or using police to clear the

road didn't exist. So the provincial gov-
ernment created it b using a section un-
der the colonialist Indian Act which al-
lowed for the expropriation of up to 5% of
any Native reserve for public roads, after
an attempt to buy the area for $124,000
was refused by the Lil'wat people.

On November 6/90, after receiving
authorization to remove the blockade, sev-
ent Royal Canadian Mounted Police
(RCMP) officers were deployed. Barri-
cades were set ablaze an some Natives
donned balaclava's and scarves. The barri-
cades, however, were largely symbolic as
63 people were arrested using "non-violent
civil disobedience". Police, not too familiar
with the technicalities of passive protest,
used heavy force on those who didn't seem
to be following the roles the were appar-
ently expecte to play. Those arrested
were charged with ‘civil contempt", and 49
who refused to sign a promisary court ap-
pearance's, or give their names, were jailed
or nearly a month in Vancouver.

On November 8/90 twelve Natives
again blockaded the road until they were
dispersed by police. Two more who re-
fused to move were arrested.

The Duffey Lake road blockade, like
the burning barricade's of November 6,
appeared to be largely symbolic expres-
sion's of Lil'wat sovereignty.

THE URE CREEK ROAD

The Ure Creek road dispute, on the
other hand, was a very real act of exploita-
tion, racism, and colonialism. Construc-
tion of the road, and the very road itself,
has alread damaged traditional burial
grounds. lyhe area, known as Mkwal'ts, is
the last undisturbed area on Lil'wat terri-
tory. For the Lil'wat, it is a "spiritual his-
torical area which contains pictograph's,
and which was used for training scena 7 em
(medicine people)". In spite 0 numerous
attempts to "prove" the area was of spiri-
tual importance, including archaeologists
and anthro logist's investigations, nei-
ther , Interjgf (who's own investigation's
found a pictograph site and one food cache
pit), the BC Ministry of forest's nor the BC
upreme court recognized the area as

anything other than a logging site that re-
quires an access road. In court pro-
ceedings, Iustice Westimore claimed
physical evidence of spiritual values was a
contradiction in terms and therefore the
law offers no protection against desecra-
tion of sacred sites of Native peoples!

Against this, a series of blockades
were mounted, including one on February

9/ 91 in which ten Lil'wat, one Woodland
Cree and one white supporter were ar-
rested by 30 RCMP with two dog teams.
Prior to this raid, other incursions by po-
lice were met by militant Native youths
who attacked police with rocks near the
blockade.

SETTLER REACTION

On February 10/91, twenty-one non-
Native loggers, farmers and residents of
Pemberton closed Highway 99, the main
travel route through the area, to Natives
and supporter's for 18-hours.

The settler blockade was one in a se-
ries of actions taken by disgruntled set-
tlers. Citing economic hardship, including

Loggers protest in Nanaimo, November 5/90

reduced tourism during the four month
duffey Lake road closure, some sixty log-
gers ad also threatened to "run" the Na-
tive blockade armed with sticks and "if
necessary, guns". Before this, Natives had
opened the blockade for Pemberton resi-
dents, for a voluntary toll, when a rock-
slide had CI(i)1SBd the Srguamish highway. it
was an act t at showe the blockades were
aimed at the government and not workers.
However, racist violence and tension in-
creased and, for white workers, has gained
its own momentum. One examp e is a
May first deinonstration in Vancouver by
white fisher s, ]OlIl8d by white logger s,

rotestin against the "a location" o more
tish to Ngatives, deglpite the fact that only
some 5% of season fish uota's is for Na-
tives and some 80% for indus-
trial/commercial use. White fishers, car-

ceary ear a ve is grig ,an e
facto Native sovereignty, as a threat to
their "ways of life".

IN TIMES OF CRISIS; RACISM

The economic difficulties for forestry
and fisheries workers are real, despite the
racist direction many white workers have
taken.

Major forestry companies have re-
ported decreases in their over-all earnings.
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RCMP Explosives expert examines Green River Bridge

Fletcher Challenge Canada Ltd. for example
has reported a drop to 56.7-million in the
third-quarter of 1990, compared to $99.5-
million in the same period in 1989, etc.

However, it isn't Native resistance or
even environmentalist's that have caused
this massive decrease in profits, or the sub-
seciuent _ closure's of many factories and
pu p mills. Almost 5,000 forest industry
workers have been la ed-off in BC, but
this isn't due to blockaclles or bridges being
destroyed.

Rather, it's the economic crisis that
Canada, and the lobal economy, is now
in. The over-all grop in economic condi-
tions (ie. the current "recession") and the
subsejuent decline in housing markets has
cause not only lay-offs but plant closures
and scaling down of operations: "We are
experiencing depressed markets in all our
product lines", stated plant manager Paul
Ghog in Kamloolp/s when Aspen Planer's
laid off its 60 wor ers.

And the current economic crisis hasn't
only hit forestry workers in BC. There has
been renewed worker's strug les in the
manufacturing indust in Ontario in-
cluding the recent moblillizations by truck-
ers and factory worker's, nurses in
Saskatchewan, as well as Atlantic fisheries
worker's.

The economic strategies of the Cana-
dian ruling class, including Free Trade, the
Good's and Services Tax and an over-all
re-structuring of international capital, has
forced worker's to struggle to maintain po-

sitions they had achieved in the '70's, or
even to maintain their jobs.

Everywhere that worker's in an in-
dustry connected with Native struggles
have organized there has often been a
racist perspective that Natives are the
cause of the economic problems. Besides
the settler road blockades and fisheries
demonstration in BC, there was also a
pfotest by about 1,000 loggers outside the

anaimo courthouse on November 5/90.
The Tlowitsis-Miuntagila band had filed a
suit in the BC Su reme court for a halt to
logging in the Tgitika Valley, about 65-
miles north of Campbell River on Vancou-
ver Island. Nov. 5 was the date that the
;ii/zjplnction application was to be heard.

'lst the speakers at the rally, including
International Woodworlcer's of America presi-
dent Iack Munro, called for a resolution of
Native "land claims" (sicke the overall
thrust of the protest cannot overlooked.
If, as Munro stated, the real fight was with
the ruling Social Credit govermnent and
it's failure to "participate in Native land
claim negotiations", then what was the
ppint in demonstrating at a legal process

ative's themselves had started.
It is a historical pattern that in times of

economic crises racism spreads. In the
context of Native struggles, particularly in
white settler communities located near re-
serves and on Native territories, an already
entrenched racism that at times verges on
a "localized apartheid" has escalated as
settler's paranoia that Natives will take
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"their land " and businesses, increases.

AREA'S OF CONFLICT

It's no coincidence that area's of
resource extraction (ie. logging, mining,
fishing) have become ints of conflict and
tension at this particulg? period. The lands
which Native people's have lived on for
thousands of years, and even the reserves
they were forced onto as European settler's
expanded, are now proving to be major ar-
eas of conflict between capital and Native
goples. It isn't that this struggle hasn't

en on-going- it has- but now the re-
sources p ay a pivotal role in the re-struc-
turing o North American capital.

Facing renewed Native stru les
for autonomy, the federal governmentéias
reacted in two ways: the use of extreme
force as in Kanesatake, Kahnawake, at the
Oldman River dam in Alberta and in BC;
and through a pacification program with
new promises, new "royal commissions",
and comin reforms to the Indian Act
which everfi/lulroney calls "colonialist".

One element of this pacification
pfogram has been the promise to pursue

ative land claims (sic) with renewed
vigor, announced as the Oka Crisis ended.

However, the March/91 court de-
cision in the Gitksan and Wet'suwet'en
Land Title action, in which the court ruled
against any recogpition of Native land ti-
tle, which would ave reco ‘zed Gitksan-
Wet'suwet'en control over gueir territory in
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northem BC and control over the land and
resources show that any form of
sovereignty, negotiated but in the end im-
posed rom above, will be in accordance
with the interests of capital.

Recognition of Native land title,
and any moves towards real Native au-
tonomy, endangers capitals access to natu-
ral resources. Resources which not only
form an integral part of the Canadian
economy, but whic also form a basis for
the re-structuring of the N. American
economies.

ECONOMIC RE-STRUCTURING

In 1988, Canada and the US en-
tered into a Free Trade Agreement (FTA)
which allowed Canadian multinational's
access to the US market with minimal reg-
ulations in labour codes, health and pollu-
tion standards. For the US, it allowed for
access to the Canadian market, access to
the natural resources and an overall de-
crease in manufactured goods into the US.
Why?

The economy of the world is be-
ing re-structured. International capital is
now divided into three major blocs- West-
ern Europe (the European Economic
Communigrjfi Iapan (and the Asia-Pacific
region) an .America.

By 1992, the US wants to extend
Free Trade to include Mexico in a tri-lat-
eral FTA, eventually extending Free Trade
to include Central and S. America.

Already, Mexico, Columbia and
Venezuela have begun a process to estab-
lish a free trade zone by July 1994, with
free access to each countries Iports, waters
and shippying rights. As we , Brazil, Ar-
gentina, ruguay and Paraguay, with the

reat<i/ of Asuncion, have moved towards
estab ishing free trade by December 1994.
The Treaty involves not only dismantling
barriers but also coordinating policies on
agriculture, industry, transport, financial
and monetary areas. These preliminary
agreements are steps towards a proposed
free trade zone stretching from "Alaska to
Tierra del Fuego".

While the world moves towards
free trade and regional blocs, the global
economy has become effectively inte-
grated, with all countries interdependent
and interrelated. The primary aspects of a
new "globalization of production" are
transnational corporations and monetary
and trade organizations such as the Inter-
national Monetary Fund, the World Bank and
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT). Controlled and/ or directed by
advanced industrial countries such as
those in the G-7 (which includes Canada,
the US, Japan, Britain, Italy, Germany and
France), the objective of such organizations
is removing barriers that hinder penetra-
tion and investment by transnational's in
national economies.

For Canada, this global re-struc-
turing means a shift from a manufacturing
economy towards a service economy. The
deindustrialization has hit manufacturing
industries hard, particularly the auto-in-
dustry, textiles, c othing, food processing
and paper products. Estimates of jo
losses as a result of the FTA are over
150,000 or 7% of all manufacturing jobs.
Man of these job losses are absorbed into
the 65 or, increasingly, into Mexico. Un-
der the Maquiladora program, parts and

Militant Native youth awaits police

materials are shipped to Maquiladora plants
and shipped bac into the US or Canada as
assemb ed p\arts. With average wages of
60-cents an our, nearly nonexistent ealth
or pollution standards, the MaquiIadora's
offer a low-cost work-force.

The move towards a service-
based economy also includes substantial
exports of oil and gas and water resources
to the US. Massive hydro-electric projects,
such as the Iames B 2 dam system in
northern Quebec, the ggjerty-Alameda dam
in Saskatchewan, the dman River dam
in Alberta and similar designs in BC form
an important part of the re-structuring un-
der the FTA. Complimentary to exporting
-hydro-electric power to the US is the ex-
port of water for irrigation or drinking. A
leading US proponent of the FTA, Senator
Frank Moss, talked of the questionable
"right of one section of a continent to waste
water- to allow vast quantities of it to run
into the sea unused- while other sections
do not have enough to meet the require-
ments of their growing populations".

Water diversion and export to the
US places an increased emphasis on re-
source exploitation.

A FRONTLINE AGAINST CAPITAL

It is in this context that Native re-
sistance and the extreme reactions by the
Canadian state are to be understood. Na-
tive struggles form a frontline against the
economic strategies of cqpital.

While much o the Left and the
trade union movement organize against
these strategies, Native peoples resistance
h be lkd th "' "

Even when Native resistance has begun
developirgg in a more radical direction.

nlike the Left and trade unions
who continue to organize according to
their representative institutions (ie. politi-
cal party's), Native communities are in-
creasing y building autonomous struc-
tures, as sen in the retLu'n to traditional
forms of self-government, and away from
the state-imposed "Band council" system.

One of the main obstacles of the
Left and the union's has been the narrow
perspective it's taken towards the eco-
nomic re-structuring. Capitalist strategies
and "crisis management‘ are reduce to
"No Free Trade-Kick out the Tories" slo-
gans, often around a nationalistic " rotect
Canadian sovereignty"(!) line. This limited
opposition doesnt question exploitation in
and of itself, only its methods. In contrast,
Native culture is in a position of conflict,
particularly for the most radical sectors,
with clapitalism itself. The announcement
of a " ew World Order" from the resi-
dent of a "new world" country, whicl: will
celebrate its 500th year of "discovery" in
1992, adds an ironic twist to this conflict.

CONCLUSION

However, the point here isn't to
oppose Natives on the one hand with the
settler working class on the other. In the
final analysis, Native peoples have much
common ground with the non-Native ex-
ploited class. It's equally clear the real

attles won't be fought through the mem-
ber ship lists of political parties, liberal-en-
vironmentalist organizations and other
parliamentary institutions, but through the
people most affected by exploitation.

The liberation rocess of Native
people's will also differ Trom that of other
sectors. The higher levels of povert , the
isolation of Native reserves, the lower
population density, mean Native peoples
cannot "go on strike", or follow the tradi-
tional forms of struggle that settlers have
taken, and which are common in Euro-
pean-forms of struggle. As well, the leghal
and lpolitical processes customary of e
Left ave been in a crisis of legfitimacy for
lrjany years now in regards to ative peo-
p es.

The attack on capitals infrastruc
tures (ie. bridges, rail-lines, pipe-lines,
hydro-etdectric _projects, roads) and log-
gjnbge as fimimng pperazgons, pray prqve

a ve peop es s nges areas or
resistance. Attacks which include not
only blockades and protests, but also
sabotage, as in the Green River bridge in
BC, the finebombings of logging com-
pany equipment on ubicon land in Al-

erta, and the rail-bridges and electrical
pylons downed during the Oka Crisis.

The real questions are not who
attacked the logging bridges on April 17
and 28, but to what degree settler racism
can be overcome, to what degree links can
be established between oppressed non-
Natives and Natives, and to what degree
illegality as a theory and practise can be
extended.

as en over oo e as yet ano er issue.
# 
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On Au st 2/90 a group of Pei an Natives established a camp
alongsiiieuthe Oldman River in Alberta to protest the building of a
$355-million dam project ten miles upstream of the Peigan reserve.
Members of the Peigan Lonefi hters Society began diverting the
river using an excavator to rendger the multi-million project useless.
On August 30 an injunction was served against the L011£7flgl1l'€1’S,
and on September 7 over two dozen heavily armed po ice sur-
rounded the Lonefighters camp. It later came to_light that there
were more than a 100 police in the area and military reserves in
nearby Pincher Creek.

(Milton Born With A Tooth, a leader of the Lonefighters
Society, fired two warning shots into the air and police retreated.
Milton was arrested September 12 and served near to four months
in pre-trial custody.

On March 25/91 Milton was convicted and sentenced to 1
and a half years for weapons related offenses and lesser charges.
About 80 supporters crowded the court room in Lethbridge, cheer-
ing Milton. On April 2/91 Milton was released on bail as he ap-
peals his conviction. In May, Milton visited Vancouver, speak_ing
at a "Native issues " conference and an information night organized
by local aiitonomists.

The followin interview is from a May 13 broadcast of3 _ .
Stark Raven, a Vancouver radio show on Co-op Radio.

Can you give us some back-
round about the Oldman

giver and your efforts to pira-
hetect your sacred land?

Oldman river is located in
Blackfoot nation's territory,
and that is something we've
always taken as being within
our own domain. We all grew
up by the river, and that's how
the river has a personal at-
tachment to myself and the
people. So that's something
that drove us to do what we
did on August 3, and that was
to let peop e know we still had
this connection to the river.

The reason it's called
"Oldman" is because there's a
lot of knowledge and really
strong connecting factors to it.
And maybe that is why my
enemy has treated me the way
it has, because it knows it can-
not just have no respect for the
Oldman river or for water in
ggneral. Because now they

ve to really expose some of
their most outragpous tactics,
like in the wzéy ey‘re trying
to give me 5 -years and you
know I've been incarcerated
and this is the second time I'm
out on bail.

And the used a mas-
sive amount of ibrce to come
and apprehend one Indian.

You know, all these
things add together and I
know the reason is that we're
that strong?! connected to the
river. An by building this
dam, for us we know it's going
to destrowihlot of our life.

y are they build-
ing this dam, what are their

plans? One of their main rea-
sons they sa is irrigation for
farmer's. Yiizt the irrigation
farmer's themselves question
it, because of the size of it and
the amount of money being
spent. And yet it's suppose
to only facilitate 850 farmers in
that area- and they already
have adequate water. U to
this point we've been ablli: to
say there's something other
than irrigation.
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Milton Born With A Tooth, right; protecting the earth

And when we look
all across the country they're
saying the same things about
the James Bay 2 and we're
talking about water for ex-
port, the resources and the
corporation's. Yeah, one of the
things we've been able to see
with the way they reacted is
that there is a real "water ate"
conspiracy. This is somegiing
that has connected our situa-
tion with the James Ba Cree,
with the Rafferty-Ali-imeda
dam in Saskatchewan, and
now with the Kanesatake o-
ple, and they're using aileof
people's prejudice and racism-
that they put in us- to keep us
from looking at the real issue.

Does it seem like
there's more resistance
amongst the people- that the
people are going eyond their
own institutions and saying
they're goingv to represent
themselves? ell, not in such
a direct way. What I see and
know, across this country ev-
erybodg is sick and tired of be-
ing lie to. And we have all
this way the government has
acted in the last ten years, try-
ing to ratify a constitution etc.,
and yet we find the system is
doing what it is doing to make
us pay, when they should have
dealt with us in a sincere way.

Do you want to say
something about the efforts of
the Lonefighters Society to

ilton Born With A Tooth £i‘§.“;.i3::£'g"“’“r“

§-he

stop the dam by diverting the
river? It was a very strong ac-
tion! It was probably strong
for both sides because in the
beginning the government
laughed at us, but yet as we
went down the line on August
3 they changed their tune quite
quickly

And some people say
this name, Lonefighter's, is
kinda catchy, and some people
have told me it's a very action-
oriented name, and I tell them
no, the Lonefighter's were here
lot? before you people were,
an the medicine's and type of
lifestyle lived was one that was
very protective. Up to this
point, and as far as we know,
as long as this Society has ex-
isted it has never lost a battle,
this is what the old people- the
knowledge carriers- have told
us. What we revived was a
Society that never lost, and not
too many people can say that
in life.

And in ourselves and
some of the people on the re-
serve, we didn't really realize
how strong we still were. We
still have some ways that peo-
ple have forgotten. Yet it still
exists in our own territories.
That's why this Oldman river
is very important to this Soci-
ety- because lots of its
medicines are within it.

So in a way, that's
how you could say it was

Resistance 3



powerful for both sides, be- been telling the rest of the ation is maybe the same as last not hard and that's why it tries
causg it vyas‘ alhways there vtirjfli gountryhthey're helping ps tg year, nofliliiig has changed, ex- sit‘) damn harcji tofifipnfusehus all
us, u or e enem - e 0- wi se overnmen an ce t ma more 0 e can e time, an t's w it's
thought tlliey hakdh debtroyegl b_€l_ftglS8l§ElB1l;£§lCl€I;lt tand aibtg sfieltellethe lfeal intentigempof the grilling to lppend bit%i2pn¥s of
an OW 8 ge O OW power- rigma . S W a we 1 . rta 0ve1'm'nent_ Q 31-5 to ee 115 t wa ,
fulywe were at one time. Maybe we used one material- gWhat's happenin And ou can i'ePally see it whe)li

The Oldman river islie thing. the blllldelelir but with your court-case. Welfi people are more worried about
dam project said it was going the rest was all culture. my court case is really the this system and they forget the
to build this awesome dam to They found out we comedy of my whole es- earth. If peo le really want to
facilitate an irrigation system weren't just going to let them capade! I never had faith in it get serious then they have to
on the east side of our reserve, <10 ih And all I thought W85, in the beginni and I still realize who it is they choose to
and what we did was we just all these RCMP and pI‘0ViI1Ci&l don't because I‘? know one fear- the system or the earth.
went in between and re-routed Pe0Ple Were I10! going through thing: the judicial process has I'd rather fear the earth myself,
the river to where it would by- me. If they wanted to_ s_h00t it no understanding of what Na- that wayl can appreciate what
pass this irrigation project. We OUL Id have been Wllllflg t0. tive people are, and they it is I'm doing rather than be
wanted to question it. - The But yet I know how cowardly choose not to. They want to paid to do it, or have to worry
only to question it was to take they still are. They cannot ki I assimilate us, it's an assimilat- about it all the time and take
ewe)’ ite argwnent. its j1l5lIifi- 115 ih broad daylight. HOE yet. ing process. So I see no hope T lenol and all this other bull-
cation. They might do it in the back- in the court case. shit, just to calm my guilt

We did in the only alley, w ere there's no elyes. Do you have any fi- about what it is I'm doin .
waly possible, and that was by $0 it was not hard, two s ots ml Qommenlg? You know, the You wonder why_ there is afil
fol owing our own strength. in the air and over 100 RCMP only time we can unite is when this alcoholism, suicide, and all

It may sound strange go running back into the we eon be a part of some-thing that. It's very simple, some-
T0 Peegle heeellfie maybe they Weeds-» There el1ill001<- special, and saving this earth is body making it like that,
heYe1‘ eel‘ Pf thi$ lfiih Qf thing we've Seen thflt dis‘ something spjecial. That's making you miserable.
being put into action, instea play of force by police all when you get aek to eommon
of (just bemg talked about “T055 the ¢°“"h'Y- That's sense and not being how this Lonefighter's National Coin-
An this is what people are right. And you have it in your system wants on to be; eon- monieafion Network;
gping to have to realize across own lbackyard too- the Li ‘Wat fused. And that's when you 455-12 st. NW, Calgary, Al-
t ecountry. peop 8. et back down to earth and berta

And on September 7 What's the situation %0u'1'e able to see solutions, T2N TlY9 Canada.
the enemy came marching in, with the dam now, you said and not see colour or sexes, Tele hone: (403)-283-1576
because it knows it cannot just the construction was now just see life as it really is meant Fax: $403)-270-2743
stand by and watch us accom- completed? They're already to be seen. And that's not
plish something that they've filling the reservoir. The situ- hard. The enemy realizes it's
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Preliminary hearing's in a legal pro-
cess against 13 Lubicon Cree Na-
tive's charged with arson, which be-
gan on April 29/91, have been post-
poned while the Court of Queen's
Bench determines if there was police

w ‘misconduct’ in investigation's which
, led to the charges.
“rte The arson occurred on

November 24/90 at a logging camp
filty kilometers north-east of Red

"""‘°’ Earth Creek in northern Alberta on
- Lubicon territory. The attack de-

stroyed about $20,000 worth of
equipment, including a tmck and
trailer owned by Buchanan Lumber.
Four days alter the attack, RCMP
raided a cabin owned by Lubicon
chief Bernard Ominayak in the Fish
Lake area. Police claimed to be
searching for gasoline, clothes and
beer bottles because ‘the evidence
would support the investigation‘!

Bob Sach, a lawyer for the
13 Lubicon, appealed the charges on
the grounds police intimidated wit-
nesses and questioned them without
the presence of legal counsel.

The Nov. 24 arson fol-
lowed two weeks alter Ominayak had
warned logging companies operating
in Lubicon territory:

“After years of unsuccessfully trying
to protect Lubicon land rights through
the Canadian courts and around the
negotiating table- during which time

Iames Bay in northern Quebec; a massive hydro-electric project in whose benefit? unauthorized yesoume expfoffaflon in
our unceded traditional territory has
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UPDATE ON MOHAWK STRUGGLE
Since the Oka Crisis ended in
September/90, RCMP and provincial
police have patrolled the periphery of
the Kahnawake reserve but have
been unable and/or unwilling to patrol
inside the reserve itself. Mohawk
checkpoints, maintained 24-hours a
day, refuse to let police enter. As-
saults and harassment by police have
continued, and in Januaryl91 clashes
erupted when police attempted to
stop a truck on the kahnawake re-
senre. Two police cars were de-
stroyed and 13 police injured. 150
riot police were deployed and some
Mohawks arrested.

LEGAL PROCESS

The legal process against
41 Natives involved in the armed de-
fense of Mohawk lands began in the
Spring. Forly-one men and women
face 100 charges on 28 counts, with a
possibility of up to 14-years impris-
onment for some. The process has
begun with the Quebec Crown pro-
ceeding by way of preferred indict-

ment, meaning a preliminary hearing
is dispensed with. The defendants
are unable to determine the quality of
evidence against them until the trials
begin. Other attempts have been
made to hinder, any effective legal
defense, including the denial of legal-
aid to those from outside of Quebec,
and the use of French in all but one of
the cases in contradiction to the de-
fendants right to use a language, ei-
ther English or French, that they are
most comfortable with. Some defen-
dants, including Jennie Jack, a Tlingit
Native from BC, must appear for the
pre-trial process including the setting
of future dates for court-proceedings.

Before the trials begin,
various aspects of the process are
being challenged, including the pre-
ferred indictment, the legality of oaths
sworn in accordance with Native and
not Judeo-Christian traditions, the im-
partiality of any selected jury, the le-
gality of the use of military forces
without Parliaments consent, the lan-
guage used in the trials, and the ac-
tual jurisdiction of Quebec courts over

CHARGED IN ARSON
continued at an ever “accelerating
rate... the Lubicon people have re-
gretfully concluded that we have no
choice but to once again enforce our
legitimatedjurisdiction over our un-
ceded tra itional territory and to de-
fend ourselves and our lands as best
we can.
"Effective immediately anyone wish-
ing to exploit natural resources in un-
ceded lubicon territory will require op-
erating permifs... subject to the pay-
ment of past and future royalties and
in compliance with Lubicon environ-
mental protection and wildlife man-
agement laws. Failure to obtain such
operating permits... will make unau-
thorized projects subject to removal at
anytime without further notice‘

The attack also followed
shortly after Buchanan Lumber be-
gan logging operation's on Lubicon
land, breaking an agreement between
the Japanese multinational Daishowa
lnc. and the Lubicons. Buchanan
Lumber and another company-
Brewster Construction, a subsidiary
of Daishowa- have been contracted
by the multinational to log the area.
Daishowa also operates a pulp-mill in
northern Alberta.

As well, Norcen Energy
Resources has resumed operation of
oil wells in the Lubicon Lake area,
which had been closed since Nov.
30/89 alter threats by the Lubicon's to
sabotage the wells, which are partly
owned by Petra-Canada.
i Resistance 15

Depredation's by oil com-
panies and logging operations has
wracked much of the Lubicon Cree's
hunting and trapping ground's, dis-

sovereign Mohawk land. The defen-
dants have refused to enter a plea,
since they do not recognize the juris-
diction of Quebec courts to try them.

Donations can be sent to
the defense fund, and there is also a
25-minute video entitled ‘Voice from
Oka‘ available for $25 as well as
other material from Barricade Pro-
duclions.

Liberation of the Mohawk Nation,
Account No. 80-186,
Mail to: Confederacy Crisis Centre,
P0 Box 292,
Kahnawake, Quebec,
Mohawk territory,
JOL 1B0.

NATIVE JAILED 2 YEARS IN AR-
SON ATTACK

Marvin Scanie, a Native from the Cold
Lake band in Alberta, has been
charged and convicted of an arson
attack on a rail-way bridge used by
the military in Canadian Forces Base
Cold Lake. The attack was in solidar-
ity with the Mohawks in Kanesatake
and kahnawake during the Oka Cri-
sis. Scanie, who made no attempts
to conceal who had set fire to the
$700,000 bridge, plead ‘guilty‘ and
was sentenced to 2 and a half years
on December 6/90. He is currently
imprisoned at fire Edmonton Remand
Centre, although there is no further
information as to his condition.

RED ROAD

A voice for and of Native
people: "The times we are
in are extreme... We see
the american dream has
turned into a nightmare.
We move into the last
stages of Indian prophe-
cies when we send the
end of a cycle and the
beginning of a new... the
last days before the pu-
rification of the Earth
Mother. We move to pre-
pare for it. in that spirit,
we will see you on the
Battle front".
Ken Dennis (Editor),
Red Road Magazine,
#121 B-621 E. 7th ave.,
Vancouver BC,
V5T 1N9 Canada

mantled their self-sufficiency and
made 95% of the 500-member com-
munity dependent on welfare.

Prior to his arrest in De-
cember/90, Ominayak stated: ‘l be-
lieve in the cause and no RCMP or
developer is going to stop me... What
kind of laws does this country have
when the government lets developer's
steal our resources? They've de-
stroyed our way of life. The solution
is simple: deal with us or stay out‘.

If the court rejects the ap-
peal by lawyer Bob Sach's, the 13
ubicon Cree are scheduled to ap-

pear in a Peace River provincial court
June 17 to have trial dates set. A
January court appearance to ‘plead’
was met with complete silence as
twelve of the accused refused to rec-
ognize the court. A ‘not guilty‘ plea
was entered as a court interpretation.
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Trailer and vehicle owned by Buchanan Lumber



Interview with Ellen Gabriel
The following interview has been reprinted
from the lune 1991 issue 0,: Briarpatch. Al-
thoufih the uestions as to t e role o£ women in
the ohawz struggle, and that of t e relation-
ship between Native resistance, and the Quebe-
cois sovereignty movement, could both have
been explored in far more detail, the article it-
self is useful because 1) there hasn't been
enough focus on women's participation in Na-
tive struggles, and 2) it 'ves a brief report on
the present situation in Hie two communities.

What was the role of women in the strug-
g_Le for Kahnesatake in the summer?

ere were many roles for women. Tradi-
tionally our role is to stop encroachment of
our land and to watch over it to see that it
is being taken care of. on July 11 we met
the po ice and asked them to retreat,
telling them they were trespassirglg on our
territory. But we were talking to eaf ears.

Also, during the summer, a lot of men
were in bunkers and traditionally when
we have a decision to make everyone
gathers, sits in their clan, and the clans
jointly make decisions. Since we couldn't
do this, women went to the bunkers and
told the men of the situation and the
choices. like when John Caccia first came
in. What was he offering? So that was one
role. To go to the bunkers, to feed the
men, to keep the calm because of what was
gomg on.
What is the situation at Kahnesatake to-
day?
It's a police state, reall . It's a different sit-
uation than Kahnawake where they have
checkpoints. They don't have the RCMP
or SQ coming into their community. In
Kahnesatake they're all over the place.
They're on private roads. We have aerial
surveillance, we still have the army in the
area, helicopters, unmarked cars, we have
the RCMP and all kinds of intelligence
agencies monitoring what we're oing.
Last year we used to have maybe two pa-
trol cars a week coming into the commu-
nity. Now we have 10 to 15 patrol cars
that are visible and then you have the
army and the RCMP so we have quite a lot
of olice forces in the area.

"Fhat wasn't like that last year in such a
small community. You can't walk down
the road, and you take a chance when you
drive at night especially. You are going to
get stoppe and who knows what the cops
will do. They say we're buying arms and
goinlgu to start barricades again. These are
all t 'ngs they're fabricating so they can
justify their presence in my community
and they can justify it if an incident hap-
pens and use excessive force like last year.

Last year they couldn't justify what they
did but now they're saying we are terror-
ists, we're criminals an so there has to be
a beefed up lice presence. it's a beauti-
ful countrysigg, but it's a very high-tension
atmosphere. But it hasn't de eated the
people, the spirit of the people has gotten
stronger if anything. We ad the most
passive people who are now aggressive. i
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don't know if that's good or bad, but
maybe it's bringing out something that
should have been there to begin with.
So what did you learn about the Cana-
dian and Quebec state over the summer?
Nothing new. I think most Natives, when
you are growing up, hear about the ha-
rassment that your grandfathers and
grandmothers went through and the sto-
ries about broken treaties.

I think that what we didn't anticipate
was the excessive force. We antici ated a
riot s uad to come in and arrest us,but not
a S\/\l—1AT team with M-16s and an army
being used against a handful of people. f
there is anyt 'ng that we've learned it is
how desperate they are to violate our
rights for economic interest above human
lives and above our rights.
If Quebec gains sovereignty do ‘you see
that as a set back to the potential or Abo-
riginal sovereignty?
Yes, definitely 1t would be an even greater
set back. We've seen the new const1tution
that Quebec wants to put in and our riggts
as Native people wil be virtually a 1-
ished. Like we've said, we are sovereign.
We have our own language, we have our
own culture, we have our own land-base.
It's just that the government has failed to
recognize it. They continuallly abuse us.

Quebec, if they separate, ave about 20
pgrcent of the province that they can have

cause 80 percent of Quebec is Native.
That's what they're entitled to. They're a
conquered people anyway, and I don't
know what they're talking about. They're
talkin like fascists. They're going to pro-
tect tfieir culture and everyone else be
damned. I don't see anything wrong with
them trying to protect their angualge and
what they see as their culture. It's t e way
they're going about it.

.'-
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It mag/anot necessarily be the people, just
like in nada. It's the leaders who are the
ones that are corrupt. And they're the ones
who are creating t e hysteria. They're the
ones who are creating and enhancing the
racism that already exists.
Do you have any predictions for the
summer?
All I can say is that we're going to try and
survive the summer. We see the harass-
ment increasing. We see the public state-
ments made b lice officials, the police
brotherhood oi, LE3 Surete du Quebec, the
RCMP, fabricating all kinds of things
about us like new blockades and more
weapons coming in. The tential for vi-
olence is extremely high. gils higher than
in anly other community (us and Kah-
nawa e).

Summer is going to be a time when peo-
ple are walking on eggshells. But we're
going to try an keep the(peace. But we're
not going to stand by an watch our peo-
ple get kllled. We're not going to stand by
and watch our people get abused. There
has to be some sort of justice. We virtually
have to take care of ourselves. There is no
one out there or no judicial system that is
in favour of us or our rights. So we're go-
ing to be very careful and try to educate
people as to who we are, that we are not
criminals and terrorists that the govern-
ment is trying to portray us as.
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The following interview was made in lune 1987 with members of an autonomous cell in West Ger-
man . This group has been active since the early 1980's, ca mg out attacks for example against
NA'l£O pipelznefacilities, US military convoys and nuclear irl-Ritstry targets. As is stated in t e in-

\\\‘

terview, t e_ "autonomous cells " are not one single group but several, and it could be added that the Graphics by Clifford Han,”
name itself IS a concept for strugle.

ORGANIZATION

How did your name come about?
Paul: I want to clarify that we speak only
for ourselves and not for others with the
same name.
Ede: Our name must be associated with
other fighting groups in the same political
sphere. In reference to legal political orga-
n1zations/groups, we want to point out
that we act politically and militarily
against this state.

Many groups change their names con-
stantl w1th t e name of their actions, or
they have fantasy names. In this context
the determining of military actions must
be discussed in more detai . We find that
actions, though they are planned and exe-
cuted in the military sphere, only show ef-

mu-___ _ -

fect in the political sphere. The importance
of an action lies not in the extent of mate-
rial damage but in the reporting and dis-
cussion o it. We decided to have one
name to make use of this effect and let
people know of the continuity and devel-
ppment of the struggle.

ow do you get on with other fighting
groups?
Ede: First of all we have to say that we
depend on the media about reports on

these groups like you or anybody else.
That's why an exactgudgement 1s 1mposs1-
ble. Of course, we iscuss the actions and
declarations of these groups, but in the end
there is no final judgement. _

We find criticism very important but 1t
should alwa s be remembered that we
want to settlii: up with the state and not

oups that are relatively close to us.
There must be a constructive process at the
end of criticism that motivates the devel-
opment of the "revolution" instead _of
hampering it. This simple rule 1n exerc1s-
ing criticism is only mastered III rare cases
by the Left. We instead see an obsession to
split up and become distant. _

Our view is that if geople want to spht
up, they should do so y developing their
owrlrflpolitical structure and practise. They
sho dn't do it by looking at some prac-
tises of other political groups with which
they agree politically but have no practlcal
relation with. We believe in criticism if we
can put it into our own political practlses.
What concretely are you responding to?
Paul: The intensity with which people
criticize the Red Army Fraction is in no re-
lation to the efforts of the same persons to
work out their own ideas.
Are you in contact with other groups?
Ede: No comment.
What can you say to this question in gen-
eral?
Rosi: The safety precautions necessary
make meetings very difficult and time
consuming. We hesitate at this point be-
tween association of the different fighting
groups and giving up the relative secunty
of the individual groups. Delicate situa-
tions can result if one misjudges the stage
of development and responslbility of an-
other group. In fact, t e association of
severa fightingagroups results in a loss of
security. One s to consider the pros and
cons in the individual case.
How are you organized?
Ede: Concerning our dailly lives, we live a
life like everybody else. his has personal
and political reasons. First of all we need
the private connections that give us the
strength to fight, and second y, we need
the political connections to link the fight
with the development of the Le tist
movement.

Rosi: As long as we are not forced under-
ground by state persecution we'll keep our
egal status as persons.
What do you think of the Revolutionary
Cells organization where the women
formed their own Rote Zora?
Rosi: I don't think your statement that all
women from the Revolutionary Cells are or-
ganized with the Rote Zora is right.

The form of organization we have now
is the best for me, that doesn't mean I
solved all the problems that exist for me
with this question... both forms of orga-
nizing have their advantages and disad-
vantages. In some areas, working together
with men seems not imaginable for me yet.

I don't want to den my positive experi-
ences with men though.
What style of combat do you have?
Ede: It is important to make a distinction
here. In the area of covert actions we re-
strict ourselves to olgects. The way we
carry out an action epends on whether
human life is in danger or not. On the
other hand, in a clash with the cops
gdemonstrations), we use the usual tools
ike Molotov cocktails, clubs and rocks.

Our goal is not to endanger human life
but we don't particular] avoid it either.
Everybody has to decicib this by them-
selves.
Once again to the technical tools you use,
how does it look there?
Paul: Very simple. Everything can be
bought in a store or be taken from a con-
struction site. There's nothin special, for
example: gasoline, oil, tires, chains etc. are
available for everybody.
Is everything that sim le?
Paul: Of course not. Illhe difficulty lies in
finding suitable tools for an action or cre-
ating them from parts that are common.
That gives us the advantage of being able
to store materials at home or to buy them
on short notice in any store. This also
makes it easy to copy.
Upon criterla do you decide our actions?
Paul: The decision is basedyon what we
are trying to achieve with an action.

Propaganda has to play an important
role, an we think its not considered
enough. An action has to speak absolutely
for itself; why, against whom, and what
for. The hope that a communique put out
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afterwards would be published is illusion-
ar .
Rgsi: I don't think we need to mention
that the actions are never to be targeted
against the population. They have to be
p anned carefu ly BI10l;Fl'l so that the state
cannot turn the politic target of an action
into the opposite.
How did you develop politically towards
covert actions?
Ede: There wasn't anything special, noth-
ing like close encounters o the third kind
or anything. One has to realize at some
point that not everything that comes from
above is right, not even the law. That you
have a head of your own and can think for
yourself and then try to convert your
thoughts into practise.
Why does it happen so rareg/?
Ede: Many people are afrai of the conse-
quences, an they are already taught to
adapt in the workplace. These days people
dont look up until a tank crosses their
front yard.

Then there is a large group of people
who are angry about the situation here and
the articu ate this through alcohol, fights,
ancl, drugs. They are not able to express
their dissatisfaction and comprehend it
Wlllitically.

at motivated you to this step?
Paul: We could say that part of the moti-
vation comes from the experiences of other
revolutionary groups. Most important
though is our own history and develop-
ment.
Rosi: We don't say that we think legal
work is impossible or doesn't make sense,
but we learnt from our own experiences
that it is necessary not to be limited to legal
organization only. It is essential to find
methods to leave the areas observed by the
police /state forces, so we become and re-
main calpable of taking actions to reach our
politica goals.
What do you think about your
"criminalization"?
Ede: Well, we can't deny it and don't want
to.
Do ou talk about jail?
Paul: Yes, we've talked about it but it's a
theoretical discussion only. How can we
make a statement about somethingnwe
haven't experienced? None of us ow
how they act in K-iil, if he/ she could resist
the pressure, if e/ she would talk if tor-
ture , if he/ she could live under jail con-
ditions for years.
Rosi: At this point we can only learn from
other people, people we don't know, who
have written on their experiences in jail.
You mentioned torture, do you ca culate
that in also?
Paul: Yes, we see the word torture as a
term that describes conditions that place
us under pressure.

As a reaction to prisoners being tor-
tured, the ET/l(1) reorganized their struc-
ture so the individual only knows what is
absolutely necessary. Only a small part of
the organization gets endangered this way,
never the organization as a whole.
Is that why you are organized in a similar
wa
Pail]: That is one reason. More impor-
tantly, we see the principal of autonomy
realized in its best way for us. It is also the
best way to protect ourselves from infil-
tration The ex eriences of the Revolution. p _ -
ary Cells are certainly an example for
that(2).

What do ?you criticize most when you
look back
Rosi: There are press releases to our at-
tacks, sometimes we didn't write one, on
other occasions they were not exact
elqougha That's bad, that has to be
c an e .
Howgdoes something like that happen?
Rosi: It was most o ten a question of time:
we preferred to invest our time preparing
the action, instead of writing detailed ex-
planations. You also have to know that
writin communiques has to be done as
carefufiy as the execution of an action, and
can take the same len th of time.
Paul: For quite awgile we concentrated
too much on technicalities. Also trying
out, developing and converting sabotage
techniques into practise. We didn't slpend
enough time thinking about our po itical
goals. For example we should have given
this interview a long time ago.

”4l'*
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RELATIONS WITH OTHER MOVE-
MENTS

What s getting on your nerves in the Left-
ist scene?
Rosi: I often have the impression that
many of them don't know what they want.
Nothing comes from themselves. They
complain about a "lame" demo but went
there empty-handed or not at all.
Ede: I am thinking of larger, militant de-
mos. The cops can provoke a confronta-
tion at the time and place tlcgg want, the
peo le always o for that. ole demos
get garoken up iefore reaching their true
destination.
Paul: Clearly there are many people fix-
ated on confrontation with the cops. The
goal of the demo has to be put in the fore-
ront again.

Say something about the ETA attack in
Barcelona with 18 deaths in the popula-
tion!
Ede: The comrades forgot that money is
everything and human ife nothing in the
capitalists eye. That is a truism that comes
bitterly into memory. One has to calculate
this into the actions.
Paul: One has to say that there is always
the risk of affecting bystanders for every
group that does military actions. If you
claim the opposite that is just gray theory.
It is important to keep the ris as low as
possible. This is elementary in preparing
or an action.

Rosi: Confront the indignant citizens who
talk about the lack of humanity of the ETA
actions with the number of citizens killed
regularly by the cops by accident. There
the mask of humanity becomes fragile,
then womenLget to hear about politica ne-
cessity and e victims that you have to
take with it (talking about the justifications
used when cops ki l-ed.). Clear text: Most
of them don't care about the tools used or
deaths, but which side the women is on.
There is the line. everything else is politi-
cal hypocris . You can't calculate that, the
18 dead in the shopping mall are reality! I
don't want to talk away mistakes here. I
just want to dispute the depth of peoples
indignation, when they justify on other oc-
casions. That of course doesn't make the
ETA action an better, that has to be said
clearly. This ETA action was a big mistake,
something like that can't happen again. I
hope the ETA is going to show t eir re-
sponsibility to the victims and learn from
t at.

FURTHER PERSPECTIVES/OUTLOOKS

Possiblg coming repression, what do you
think a out that?
Ede: Look at the last two, three years and
see how they've tightened things up: nu-
merous demonstration and conference
bans, the use of battle tactics by the cops,
banning of newspapers and info-booths. It
shows that besi es the militant organiza-
tions the legal Leftist scene should be de-
stroyed also.
What are the measures to take in reply to
the Info and newspaper ban?
Paul: Most importantly, everybody no
matter in what movement they are active
in becomes aware of the extent of these
bans. The anti-nuclear convention ban in
Bavaria was only the beginning.
Rosi: Back to the question of the crimi-
nalization of printers and news vendors: it
is basicall a ban on building your own
opinion/discussion. We think the mea-
sures to take are reprinting /photocopying
and discussing the content o newspapers.
All people who take lpgrt in an occupation,
demonstration, bloc de or militar ac-
tion, have to make sure that in the l{1ll.1I‘€
there are going to be re-
ports/information/discussion about their
action. Also collect leaflets/ newspaper
articles and statements and distribute
them. Many small newspapers, info-sheets
etc. are best at this time to oppose the re-
piression of our media/discussions.

ow do you juage the development of
the struggle in . Germany in the next
five to ten years?
Ede: Our opinion is that there is no flow-
erpot to win for revolutionary lpolitics
within the next five to ten years. T e situ-
ation here is too much of a deadlock. Un-
fortunately the events in the Third World
are more endangering for the rulers than
the impulses sent out by the revolutionary
Leftists (in Germany).
How do you think to get things going for
our fi ht?

Paul: %Ve see positive developments any-
where per‘)/gle unite with overlapping
themes. here isolation from private
problems or single-issue themes are abol-
lshed. For example at the Hanau demo
where arts of the peace movement with
Third World committees and the anti-nu-
clear movement went to s how solidarity.
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When we just said we expect impulses
from the Third World liberation move-
ments, we don't mean that we look up to
the armed movements with a mystified
glance and wait for things to happen.

We have our own fight under the con-
ditions here, with an international con-
sclousness.
I-low are you going to develop?
Ede: We think it is necessary that legal-
political and illeglal-militant organizations
refer mtiaqrie to eac other. One step on this
wa ist 's interview.

ll/Ve have the idea of a strong coalition
between both arts, like in Spain between
the ETA andp Herri Batasuna(3). That
means for the legal revolutionary Leftists
in W. Germany to give themselves a strong
and organize frame, so they could make
use of a party-like organization.
Paul: A very important step is the exten-
sion of collective life-forms, that means to
develop our way of life we have now and
fight for, and it is worth fighting for. We
see many possibilities to work out and
translate the first stages of social-
ism/ communism into action in a collective
lifestyle. In collectivity we have experi-
enced discussion, common decision-
making, acceptance of mistakes, and no
the isolation of financial problems of an
individual but the discussion and solution
together.
We thank you again for the interview, do
you have anything to add?
Rosi: Yes, I would like to say that we
would have had to say more to some of
your questions. It's very difficult to give
answers during such a short time that con-
sider all aspects. some important thi s
fell under the table. For example, Itfie
strong distinction between legal-political
and i egal-militant does not really exist in
practise. Already today in the so-called le-
gzl-political sector many structures have to

ilegal for security reasons, ie. certain
leaflets, newsletters. That means that
"le%l" organizations can't reall exist
wit out illegal structures and they have to
elxtefnd those if they want to be capable in
t e uture.

We wish all the fighting comrades love
and ho e!
Paul: liiverybody else tool!
Ede: Venceremosll

FOOTNOTES;

1. ETA: Euskadi Ta Askatasuna, Basque
national liberation uerrilla grou .
2. Revolutionary gells: This German
urban guerrilla group, active since the
early '70's, has ad very few members
captured by the police.
3. Herri Batasuna: United People. Elec-
toral coalition with a radical nationalist
base, is the political and institutional front
(in the town halls) of the ETA(military).
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RESISTANCE CONSPIRACY CASE IN-
TERVIEWPART2

 _

Below we present the conclusionJf the Resistance Conspiracy Case interview, a discussion with six
anti-imperialist prisoners in the nited States.

On December 6/90, the case concluded with Laura Whitehorn and Linda Evans being
convicted of conspiragy against the US Igovernment, and one count each of aiding and abetting the
1983 bombing of the apitol buildingfo owing the US invasion of Grenada.

[aura I/Vhitehorn was sentenced to O-years in addition to the 5 she's spent in preventa-
tive detention, and Linda Evans was sentenced to two 5-year terms to be served concurrently, in ad-
dition to the thirty-five years she is currently serving on other related charges.

As we mentioned last issue, both Linda and Laura plea bargained with the prosecution.
For pleading "guilty", conspiracy charges were dropped a ainst Tim lunk, Susan Rosenberg and
Alan Berlcman. Their motivation for t is was the hope ojgparole being granted to Berkman, which
would enable him to receive adequate medical care for l phatic cancer. On several occasions
Berlcman has been near death due to a lack of medical care liymprison authorities, including the possi-
bly deliberate strategy of trying to kill him. _

It's important that captured combatants and political prisoners receive solidarity, and in
this way we urge everyone to begin that process, write to the prisoners, learn about their struggles,
and promulgate their resistance.

Some of the people in the Black Panther
Party felt the onl way they were going to
survive was to tbrm an underground re-
sistance. Similarly within the struggle of
Puerto Rico, clandestine organizations
have developed on the island and here in-
side the US. The FALN(Fuerzas Armadas
de Liberacion National) has been most
clearly developed, and in the last few years
the Macheteros who are rooted on the is-
land in Puerto Rico have develo ed. They
have had several people who have been
arrested and become political prisoners in
the US. People from the American Indian
Movement (AIM) are in the prisons as o-
litical prisoners. and there are also wliiite

1|

North Americans such as ourselves who
have tried to build our anti-imperialist re-
sistance movement and have fought in
various ways against the state, some as
part of an armed clandestine resistance.
And then there are other white North
Americans who have been involved in
militant, but passive civil disobedience ac-
tions against the military who are also in
the prisons. Now, we are all obviously
political prisoners, but the people from the
oppressed nations who are waging armed
struggle consider themselves under inter-
national law to be captured combatants
and are prisoners of a liberation struggle
recognized by Protocol 2 of the Geneva
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From left to right: Marilyn Bmrk, Linda Evans, Tim Blank, Laura Whitehorn, Susan Rosenberg
and Alan Berkman
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conventions. They claim status as POWs.
Do the US courts recognize that status?
No, the courts refuse to- though it has been
challenged many times, the courts in the
US refuse to apply international standards,
including Puerto Rico as the clearly most
recognized example. The world commu-
nity and the United Nations recognize it as
a US colony, but the US courts refuse to
recognize it as a US colony and therefore
people who are freedom fighters from that
movement are not going to be recognized
as anti-colonial freedom fighters. Intema-
tionally increasingly they are. This was
made most clear when William Morales
was captured in Mexico and the US tried
to extradite him back to the US as a crimi-
nal. Mexico decided that he was a political
prisoner in the US, that he was a captured
combatant from Puerto Rico, refused to
extradite him to the US and released him
to Cuba where he was given political asy-
lum. Another blow to that strategy was
the liberation of Assata Shakur. Assata, a
leading member of the BLA, had been
characterized by the FBI and the media as
a "blood thirsty cop killer". After her liber-
ation from prison she was granted political
asylum in Cuba and has since g1ained
recognition internationally and in t e US
as a respected spokesperson for the Black
Liberation struggle.
But do these movements themselves
claim you as their political prisoners?
That varies because again t ere are differ-
ent realities that are going on- and this is
both the strength and weakness of the o-
litical prisoner/POW movement in the BS,
but also of the social struggle in the US in
general. I think there is very implicit em-
bracement of political risoners in Puerto
Rico for example. I tihink among‘ white
North American movements that as not
been historically true, and the link has not
been made,especially with people charged
with organizing in armed struggle. I think
it was a weakness as the struggle devel-
oped those links were not there, were not
organically developed in earlier years and
so it is sti l an ongoing process since peo-
ples capture to try and forge links between
the various levels of struggle. Because
certainly I think, the political goals are
very much shared, and of course the isola-
tion and conditions of capture can make
that very difficult to do.
What kind of outside support do political
prisoners and POWs receive at this point?
The sup ort for political prisoners as it is
largely d)efined by the conditions and the
state of the movements we come from. I
would say that overall there is not a whole
lot of support, there is not a lot of con-
sciousness raising. We are having to begin
from the premise of just establishing the
existence of political prisoners in the US
from the point of view of consciousness
raising, and those efforts are just begin-
ning. There are some exceptionsI,Jprobably
most progressive people in the S are fa-
miliar with the case o Leonard Peltier. He
has probably more support and recogni-
tion than any other political prisoner in the
US, and that is pro ably true internation-
ally as well. His case has some over arch-
ing significance for the Native American
movement and for the last 10-years or so it
has been both a symbolic struggle and
rallying point for the Native American
movement.

The Puerto Rican political prisoners and
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POWs have support within the indepen-
dence movement and it has begun to be-
come more broad in the last two or three
years. In the last year and with the coming
of discussions about the status of the is-
land, from the point of view of the inde-
pendence movement and even some of the
pro-colony forces, the question of what
will happen with the political prisoners
and POWs is very much p)art of the discus-
sion because they have een involved in
the struggle for the status of the island.
But it seems that a lot of Black political
prisoners and pOWs have not been rec-
ognized by the Black community. Does
that sort of reflect the political state of the
Black community at t is point, that a lot
of Black Panthers are sitting in jails and
have been there for many years and seem
to be forgotten, or is that a wrong impres-
sion?
I don't think it is a wrong impression, but
what has to be understood is that one of
the outcomes of the counter-intelligence
programs that was develolped in the sixties
and early seventies was t at the organiza-
tional structure in the Black community
was really targeted for destruction and
was somewhat successfully destroyed.
Not just I‘EV0ll.1|IiOI1E1I3' organizations you
can go back and rea FB papeis- groups
like the "Black architects" had formed and
were infiltrated. Any kind of organization
that led peoples struggles on their own
terms was systematical y targeted for de-
struction. And if you don't have forms of
organizations you just cannot reach a mass
of people and you cannot even perpetuate
our own history very easily. And then,

li2t's face it- the other thi is that some of
the people who were riifiitants were co-
o ted.

pit was very clear that the US government
was not going to allow Black people any
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self-directed organizations through which
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have struggled in that direction and there
is a base o support. I just think that there
is much more of a base of support that is
incipient there, that could be mobilized, it
is not directed at this point and therefore
cannot make itself felt.
In the Federal Re ublic of Germany su
port work for political prisoners is realI)y
viewed as an important front in the fight
against repression and people who are
doing that kind of work often define
themselves as anti-imperialists. Is there
any _comparison to the sugport that yo_u
receive as white North merican anti-
imperialist prisoners? _ _
No, I dont think there is anfy comparison.
It's just an altogether dif erent starting
point. Here in the US, "anti-imglerialist" is
defined somewhat differently an in the
FRG. Here it refers to those sectors of the
Brogressive moyement which analyze the

S as an imperialist nation, otppose impe-
rialism as a whole s stem an act in soli-
darity with national liberation movements.
The anti-imperialist movement here is very
small and isolated. I would say, having
spoken about the national liberation strug-
g es- within the dominant white left there
is a very low level of consciousness of po-
litical prisoners and POWs, whether it is
the po itical prisoners from any of the na-
tional liberation movements or the anti-
imperialist left. So they don't really know
that we exist. Those that do know, and the
suplport lthag w; pegicp to getlthrquglgour
tria , is air y e ine at t e eve o asic
humanitarian human rights concerns. It is
not seen at this point as a significant front
in the struggle in and of itself. Perhaps
that was more true in the seventies when
some of the urban rebellions were taking
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place, when George Iackson was assassi-
nated in a California prison and there were
a series of uprisings around the country.
There were numerous political prisoners
from the struggles of the sixties and they
played a rolledirfif those rebellions, and there
was a muc i erent sense about the ris-
ons as a whole, but some of the poliiical
prisoners as well. At this point there really
is no pers ctive of the political prisoners
as being hi the fighters or combatants of
the movement and that you take steps to
defend those people as part of defending

iniioiuiment thi th t’ haa is some ng a 1S c ng-
ing. Until very recently there were not
even many people who were doingait for
humanitarian reasons. In fact w t we
had there was a very small core of people
who were themselves committed anti-im-
perialists who were doing it clearly, I
tlgink, _for plplitical purposes in terms
o seeing e risoners as very im-
portant people for the movement- having
gupported t e development of the clan-

estine organizations themselves- and
seeing it as a form of being able to expose
and ight the repressive part of the state
and w at the FB was doing and believing
that it was important to strengthen the
movement. Even a lot of people who are
jjnvolveddin socgil ul1I1OV&!1II1EI1tS in the US

on't un erstan at e state responds
by rt-ipression if challenged. We have had
a dif icult time even perpetuating our own
history and it is actually being re-written
all the time. So that when CISPES
(Committee in Solidarity with the People
of El Salvador), which is a Central Ameri-
can anti-intervention movement, was tar-
geted by the FBI and that operation was fi-
nally exposed in the ei%ties, people
thought it was a new thing; 0, it wasn t a
new thing at all, it goes ack- it was the
perpetuation of something that as the so-
cial struggle had gone down was less ob-
vious. and then as the lpeople began to re-
s ond and tried to chal enge US policies in
(Ibntral America, the FBI resumed its role
much more aggressively as a political
force. And so think it is only in the last
few years that around the core of comrnit-
ted anti-imperialists who have done that
work there are now others supporting po-
litical prisoners.
Do _you that the_ broad_ opposition?g'“‘*""."‘.‘i..*.“§'l‘ 'i3;“‘.i§;on wa
recognition of political priisoners by a
broader public?
Yes, definitely it backfired on the US gov-
ernment. The US government or the Bu-
reau of Prisons never thought that there
would be the kind of opposition that
ended up emerging in re ationship the
Lexington. They thought that the rhetoric
of terrorism would be enough to scare off
any kind of human rights activity and they
miscalculated on that basis. And I would
say that specifically the Puerto Rican inde-
pendence movement had a very important
role to play at least in initiating that oppo-
sition.
And do you think the public awareness
that was created through that can con-
tinue, for example during the time of
your trial, or do you feel that the cam-
paign against the exington HSU wa_s_yet
another one of the sing e issue mobiliza-
tions in the US?
I think it was mixed. Supporting people,

supporting human rights which is some-
thmg a lot of people can get behind- al-
thougtha not enough- is coming. The domi-
nant sis upon which peop e objected to
Lexington was that_they idn't like the
isolation- and it's easier to become in-
volved in opposing that than it is to sup-
porting revolutionaries. People didn't li e
a democratic country torturing its own
dissidents- which is really what was going
on there. That is a little bit different than
when you are going on trial as being an
enemy of the state in a very self-concious,
politically orchestrated show-trial where
the government has a lot at stake in win-
ning a victory right there and then.
One of the sources that our sup ort has
come from in the last period is iiom the
gay and lesbian movement. And I think
pgrt of that is because Linda and I have

en out-lesbians, have said that we are
lesbians and that four of us in this case are
women, that all of us have fought for
women's liberation including the men who
have supported the struggle for women's
liberation very much in eir political his-
tories too. But I think there is another rea-
son, which is that the gay and lesbian
movement is challenging the government
on the question of which is a life and
death struggle for people. It brings people
up against control of their lives an their
bodies and how the live their lives. The
growth of homophobia in this period, the
increase in attacks on gay peop e, and the
increase in laws directed against gay peo-
ple is havigg an III1€;1Ct on peop e _think-
ing. So A UP, w ‘ch is t e most mili-
tant part of the AIDs movement, has been
extremely militant in its actions. And I
think that when you are in a confrontation
with the state like that ou have less ques-
tions about other ople who resist. You
are more interestedxin unitinglwith people
against a common enemy w ‘ch is a con-
cept that is very important to us.
Where do you see the role of political
prisoners in the slow re-emergence of a
more grassroots level of opposition
within the different national communi-
ties? And where do you see your own
role? How do you think it will be possi-
ble to achieve some and to relate to
the struggles on the outside?
I think that prisons in the US are going to
become an increasing focus of resistance in
the US, both at the human rights level and
at the level of violence and resistance and
rebellion inside the prisons. The prisons
are going to play- and have historically
played- an important role for the state in
syphoning off the most radical, militant el-
ements of not even necessarily the self-
concious opposition, but people who are in
rebellion against their conditions, either as
a result of racism or poverty.
The state itself says that in the US in less
than five years one million people will be
in prison, which is an enormous percent-
age of the population. I think the role of
political prisoners will be greater if we are
accepted as such by the movements and
the social opposition and the political op-
position that develops. Certainlly we have
to play a role in the prisons itse f in trying
to uild unity among as many prisoners-
social and political- in order to forge a
front of struggle inside the prisons to make
that rebellion somethin more direct. And
I think that is one of tlge reasons why the
government clearly wants to isolate us.

Be ond that specifically as olitical rison-
ersy we have a res nsibility to Eee a
flame of resistance aliciwe in the sense oi)an
ideological, political Epsition. We repre-
sent something that s historically been
important to the left. Right now the domi-
nant location of us is in prison which is a
big problem. I think probabl similar to
some earlier periods in the FRG when a
number of people were in the prisons and
a voice that needed to be outside was not
there.
Let me ask you a apestion in relation
that. In the FRG, e prisoners of the
RAF and the resistance have been for
years fighting isolation with the demand
for reassociation of all political prisoners.
Do you see olitical prisoners m the US
at a point wliiere you will demand associ-
afion?
I think in the longer term it will be a de-
mand. Given the real material conditions
in this country around the questions of
political prisoners, I don't think it is de-
mand we can yet establish. I think we are
still at a stage of in a sense combatting the
US governments criminalization of politi-
cal prilsgners.hlVn\ll(e will lbe somewtiat siuc-
cess u utIt ' it's a ong strugg e. tis
like trying to look at things in stages, and
one stage of it is to really affirm ere are
politica prisoners in the S.

Susan Rosenberg #03684-016
Marilyn Buck #00482-28$
PMB 7007
Shawnee Unit, F.C'.I. Marianna
Marianna, FL
32446 USA

Tim Blunk #09429-050
U.S.P. Marion
P.O. Box 1000
Marion, IL
62959 USA

Linda Evans #19973-054
F.C.l. Pleaunton
$701 Btli St.
Camp Parka
Dublin, CA
94568 USA

Laura Whitehom #22432-O37
F.C.I. Lexington
3301 Leestown Rd.
Lexington, KY
40511 USA

We do not have Alan Berkman'| address at this time but
hopefully we'll be able to put it in the next iuue.
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Action Directe Hungerstrike continued from page 3 9*-=<=rs<-==°'P"e!"~7969361/51°~
isolation areas and gain status as po-
litical prisoners. Alter 116 days the
strike was ended. again in 1989 they
undertook a hungerstrike and
achieved regroupment in units of two,
and other assurances from the Min-
istry of Justice.

Action Directe formed in 1979 as
an armed clandestine organization,
and in the first year of their existence
had attacked some twenty targets, in-
cluding govemment olfioes, corpora-
tions etc. The group went through
various intemal changes and changes
in perspective (of which more can be

read in Flesistance no. 6). Other ac-
tions continued up to 1988, more in
an anti-imperialist direction. By
March/B8, the group appeared to be
decimated by arrests and imprison-
ment.

The Action Directe hungerstrike in
many ways can be seen as a contin-
uation of the GRAPO/PCEr hunger-
strike. Particularly in regards to the
1992 European Unification and the
push by the various countries to
eliminate political prisoners, either by
forcing them to renounce their politics
for ‘normalized’ prison conditions, or

Jean-Marc Flouillon, 793881 1/51b
by hard repression as in the hunger- Allee des Thuyas,
strike in Spain. 94261 Fresnes Cedex,

Solidarity? Contact your nearest France.
French consulate, corporation or in-
terest. FOR MORE INFO CONTACT;

THE ADDRESSES OF THE PFllS- Defense Active,
ONERS; 17 Flue St. Joseph,

84000 Avignon,
Nathalie Menigon, 23507, France.
Joelle Aubron, 23506 DGE, COPEL, c/o Octubre,
9 Ave. des Peupliers, BP 781,
91705 Ste.-Genevieve-des-Bols, 75003 Paris,
France.
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AFTERMATH OF A GULF WAR Canadian Forces ground crew load Sparrow missile onto CF-18 in Qatar

Continued from page 5

of supply ships, escort of bombers and
medical aid.

What may at first appear to be another
facet of the world-wide myth, "Canada the
peacekeeper", is in reality the extremely
limited military capabilities of the CAF;
onl 80,000 rsonnel in total, outdated
anclloverworlzgd equipment, and a lack of
desert fighting equipment and training.
As well, an activation of more trootps
would have "placed a severe strain on e
ability of the CAF to... take on such tasks
as responding to another Mohawk crisis at
home (an unnamed source, Globe and
Mail, January 12/ 90%. -

The Canadian mi itary contribution was
limited, but Canada's economic and politi-
cal interests in the war knew no bound-
aries.

CANADIAN ECONOMIC INTERESTS

Canada's political and military involve-
ment in the war was determined by eco-
nomic interrelation with the US, realized
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through the Free Trade Agreement on one
level, and international groupings such as
the G-7;

"If the war is ended quickly, Mr. Wilson
(the Canadian Finance Minister) said, he
agrees with US officials that an Allied vic-
tory could help improve consumer confi-
dence and trigger a rebound in the N.
American economies... All of the countries
were searching for ways to make sure the
recessions facing the US, Britain and
Canada don't become severe enough to
trigger a global downturn" (Globe and Mail,
Report on Business, Ianualz 21/ 91, a meet-
ing of the G-7 in New Yor ).

In the development of three competing
economic blocs (Europe, Japan-Asia an
N. America) Canada's economic and o-
litical destiny now lies with that of the BS.
As a participant in and beneficiary of US
imperialism, Canadas interests are
strongly connected with those of the US.

Mi itaril , Canada can contribute little to
the US's Nlew World Order. Rather, it will
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be in the economic and political fields,
through Canada's position 1n the IMF, the
G-7 and the UN, that Canada will re-affirm
US imperialisms new era of exploitation.

THE FUTURE

The New World Order will be a period of
more military interventions, rimarily by
the US- the one nation militarily capable of
such incursions- and increased ex loita-
tion of the Three Continents. The effgcts of
this New World Order, the ending of the
Cold War (which was greeted with such
euphoria as opening to an era of "peace")
and the economic restructurin can now
be seen in the aftermath of the gar War.

The struggle continues.
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REVIEWS

Arm the Spirit
Sub-titled ‘For Revolutionary Resis-
tance‘, ATS is a fairly regular
newsletter documenting armed and
militant resistance. Wit a consistent
publishing schedule, ATS manages to
keep up to date and timely and is an
important source of such material,
much from Europe including recent
communiques from Red Amy Frac-
tion actions, GRAPO etc. ou can
support this initiative by subscribing at
$10 for 10 issues (in cash or blank
money orders);
ATS c/o Wild Seed Press,
PO Box 57584 Jackson Stn.,
Hamilton, Ontario,
LBP 4X3 Canada.

Autonomi
An English-language newsletter from
autonomist revolutionaries in Den-
mark, Autonomi carries info on strug-
gles in Denmark as well as intema-
tionally. The most recent issue car-
ries articles on the Christiania in
Copenhagen, autonomist feminist
analysis, the trial against seven left-
ists in Denmark, background to the
political situation in Denmark, and
some reprints on fascists in Germany
and the Ohio 7 in the US.
Autonomi, Foreningen Internation-
alt Kultur-forum,
Blagardsgade 12,
2200 Copenhagen N.-Denmark.

Clash
A ‘newspaper forlof resistance in Eu-

CORRESPONDENCE

Greetings;
We received your Resistance publi-
cation no. 14. Excellent Analysis! l
especially enjoyed the historical and
parallels contained therein.

Because of the many demands
that are immediately important we'll
stay in touch (tuned in) with your soli-
darity to the best of our ability.

A newsletter should be forthcoming
in the next few weeks. Contained
there-in will be updates in the three
major Mohawk communities that are
being affected.

Again, your journal is very informa-
tive and professional. Continue the
good work.

Behind the Razor Wire Defendant,
Paul ‘Sugar Bear‘ Smith,
Kahnawake, Quebec.

Salut:
Excuse me for writing in French, but
when l write in English it's very poor
(and our translations aren't too great
either!-ed.). Thank you for Resis-
tance no. 14. The articles on the Mo-
hawks and the text by the Revolu-
tionary Cells on the patriarchy were
very interesting, l may translate them.

I have sent you various magazines
from the diverse movements here in
France and the struggles they repre-
sent anti-fascism (SCALP, Reflex),

f4

rope‘, Clash is an initiative that arose
from the boycott of De Knipselkrant
(see Resistance no. 13) and the need
for a common discussion in Europe.
Clash is produced through info shops
in various countries, and is printed in
two languages- German and English.
To receive a copy send $5 (perhaps
in concealed US cash?) to:
Slagerzicht,
Overtoom 274,
1054 BJ Amsterdam,
Netherlands

(With a second envelope inside
addressed to Clash).

Euskadi information A
Published by EKlN, the Defense As-
sociation of Repression Against the
Basque National Liberation Move-
ment. An important source of En-
glish-languagze info on the liberation
struggle in uskadi, includes social
and cultural aspects, prisoners strug-
gles and armed actions by ETA.
EKIN,
Apdo. 1005,
Donostia-San Sebastian,
Gipuzkoa, Spain.

iris
Always an informative and well-done
publication focusing on the struggle in
Northern Ireland. One of the most re-
cent issues dated Easter 1991 con-
centrates on the 1916 Easter Upris-
ing, and extensive documentation of
armed struggle carried out by the
Volunteers of Oglaigh na hEireann-
the lrish Republican Army- from July
1990 to February 1991. Recom-

squatting and housing (Contre), the
war against Iraq (Mordicus and GAG),
autonomy (Ouilombo), the Redskin
movement (Rudeboy) and prisons
(Rebelles). I will try to send info and
texts from France regularly- in ex-
change could you send future issues
of Resistance? in advance, thank
you.

I also wonder where one could re-
ceive the review Autonomi which was
mentioned in your previous issue?

Libertarian and anti-fascist greet-
ings,
Prt., France.

Reply: Thanks very much for the ex-
change of magazines and papers. As
for the review Autonomi, check out
the review section this issue.
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Paris aka. Oscar

Musical

Paris ‘The Devil made me do it'-
LP
One of the most radical of the rap
music scene, Paris (aka. Oscar Jack-
son) combines an explosive mixture
of raw, hard-edged rap with revolu-
tionary politics. Every track is forceful
and directed as Paris drops serious
knowledge that mixes up '60‘s Black
militancy- including dialogue by Mal-
colm X, Stokely Carmichael and
Black Panthers- with recent manifes-
tations of Black struggle, such as
Howard Beach, against crack etc.

Rapping over rough, bass-heavy
music, Paris‘ rhymes hit hard and to
the point, as in the title track: ‘Hear
close the words l wrote/crack cocaine
is genocide of black folk/who in their
 

mended for anyone interested in bet-
ter understanding the lrish liberation
struggle.
iris,
44 Parnell Square,
Dublin 1,
Ireland.

Prison News Service
Probably the best source of info on
prisoners struggles, PNS has devel-
oped into a well produced and im-
portant paper, with many contribu-
tions from prisoners themselves. Re-
cent issues have included the upris-
ing at Kingston's Prison 4 Women,
Native resistance in Canada, discus-
sion over the definition of political
prisoner and prisoner of war status by
the Freedom Now! organization and
other news. Subscriptions are
$10/year:
PSC Publishers,
PO Box 5052 Stn. A,
Toronto, Ontario,
MSW 1W4 Canada.

Political Review
Published in English by the Political
Review Japan Committee in Japan,
PR contains analysis of the struggles
in Japan and, in the most recent is-
sue, Japan's role in the Gulf War as
well as resistance to the throning of a
new emperor in November 1990.
Clo UNITA,
1-52 Jinbo-Cho, kanda,
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right mind ever could've missed this?
Damn right when ya think seditious...
Check the sound- and keep in tune
on target- the revolution won't be
thwarted or set back cause my man
its plain to see- Must end the white
supremacy...'. Other cuts are just as
uncompromising, slagging on pop-rap
as in Mellow Madness or re-affirming
the ten point program of the Black
panther party as in Panther Power.

Considering all the hype sur-
rounding mainstream rap, one would
do well to keep in mind this little bit of
wisdom from Paris: ‘Mindless music
for the masses/makes ya think less of
the one that hates ya‘. Rappers such
as Paris prove there's way more to
hip-hop than what's on your radio dial.
Check the sound and get in tune!

Chiyoda-Ku,
Tokyo,
Japan.

Solidaritat lnternacional
Published by the Comite Catalan De
Solidaritat lntemacionalista in Cata-
Ian, this 20-page magazine features
articles on N. Ireland, the Corsican
National Liberation Front (Fl_NC) and
more. The CCSI has produced nu-
merous leaflets and documentations
including the trilingual book The Dark
Side of Europe: More than 100,000
Political Prisoners, which contains
interviews with various prisoners from
W. European guerrilla groups includ-
ing GRAPO, RAF, ETA and the INLA.
CCSI,
Apartat de Correus 2192,
Barcelona 06080,
Spain.

Profane Existence
One of the most informative and radi-
cal of the punk zines, PEJ1ublishes
on a near-monthly basis an includes
extensive news coverage and arti-
cles, as in issue's 9 and 10 which car-
ried action reports and analysis of the
Gusli War. Always interesting! A sub.
is 9
Profane Existence,
PO Box 8722,
Minneapolis, MN,
55406 USA.
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